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Thursday, October 15, 1981

House Votes Down
AWACS Arms Deal
WASHINGTON - The. House nouncement reduces the number of
Wednesday turned down 301-111 those opposed or leaning against
the proposed AWACS arms the sale to 53 -two more than the
package for Saudi Arabia as 51 needed to veto the sale if all
President Reagan stepped up his members participate in the final
campaign for crucial Senate vote.
'
support for the sale.
During nearly four hours of
The overwhelming House debate, House members heard the
rejection, which included 108 now-familiar pros and. cons of the
Republicans voting against Reagan, proposal. Reagan's backers stressed
was the president's first major the sale is need to shore up the
foreign policy setback on Capitol Middle East against instability and
Hill but came as no surprise. Hours Soviet meddling, while opponents
before the vote a White House argued the deal coula jeopardize
spokesman said the impending Israel and might compromise U.S.
defeat was "not unexpected."
security.
The fate of the $8.5 billion deal
Reagan invited nine senators to
now rests with the Senate, and the White House to press his case Reagan intensified lobbying efforts six Republicans and three
to persuade wavering senators Democrats - and it appeared the
many of them Republicans - to fate of the package might hinge on
back him when the showdown vote the wording of 'a letter of
comes Tuesday or Wednesday.
assurana,es to Congress that was
To block the sale, both houses of being drafted Wednesday.
Congress must vote it down by Oct.
Sen. Daniel Quayle, R-Ind., said
31.
the outline of the letter had conHouse Republican leader Robert vinced him to support Reagan. The
Michel of Illinois made an im- letter will address the questions of
passioned plea to his colleagues to shared data between the United
support the proposal.
States and Saudi Arabia, as well as
"The United States is irrevocably security, maintenance, "references
tied to Saudi Arabia for the to de facto control" and a
foreseeable future," he argued. statement about the Middle East
"Economical.ly. and geopolitical~y, ·peace initiative, he said.
our two nat1ons ha~e l!lutual m- • After meeting with Reagan, Sen.
t~re~ts. We ma.y not hke 1~ .•. But David Pryor, D-Ark., said he has
hke It or lump 1t, the Saud1s need us not· changed his mind and still
and we need them."
opposes the proposal ~ but he said
B.ut Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., written assurances conceivably
cha1rman of the House Near East could sway him.
subcommittee, said he feared the
Deputy White House press
sale would "fuel, not dampen, the secretary Larry Speakes said the
spiraling Middle East arms race.''
letter is expected to go to Capitol
As the House debated the Hill "shortly."
disapproval resolution, the White
Speakes also denied reports that
House denied reports that it was A WACS
foe Sen. Dennis
making political promises to win DeConcini, D-Ariz., has been
Senate support for the arms deal approached by a White House
and a key Senate Republican official saying the president would
pointed out that Reagan could go not campaign against his re-election
ahead with the A WACS sale even if · next year if he votes for the
Congress vetoes it.
·
AWACS package.
Reagan received a major boost
"We don't operate that way,;'
when assistant Senate Republican Speakes said.
leader Ted Stevens of Alaska Meanwhile, Sen. Charles Percy,
considered by most head counters R-Ill., chairman of the Foreign
as leaning against the sale - an· Relations Committee, reminded
nounced his support for the reporters of a seldom-used foreign
package despite "very serious aid provision under which Reagan
reservations'' about the sale of could sell the radar planes to Saudi
Sidewinder missiles to the Saudis.
Arabia
without
express
He said the decisive issue was one congressional approval.
of helping the president's foreign
The congressional veto on arms
policy credibility.
sales valued at more that $25
According to UPI's count of the million is part of the 1975 Arms
Senate votes, Stevens' ancontinued on page 3
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The Subway's Noontime Entertainment yeste1day was the Octoberfest featu1ing a Ge1man band, flankfurtels and sauerk1aut, a roller skating obstacle cou1seand a candy stand. There Ann Leahigh (center)
and Paul Saavedra contemplate buying some of the goodies while Jolyn Luna thumbs through some
p1ints fo1 sale.

Visually Disabled Can Read Alone
Thr;tnks to New Reading Cotnputer
The visually handicapped wiU
now be able to do their own reading
at the University of New Mexico
General Library thanks to the
acquisition of a Kurweil reading
machine.
"This machine is a desk-top
computer which uses synthetic
speech to read aloud printed
materials in English and was
designed to bring independence in
reading to visually handicapped
people,'' Alice Clark, assistant
dean for reader services, said.
The machine is the third such
device available in New Mexico and
the first available in Albuquerque,
she said.
To operate the machine, a user
places the material to be read on a

Elliot Richardson, former
secretary of defense and U.S.
Attorney General in the Nixon
administration will speak at
Albuquerque's United Nations
Banquet at the Convention Center
Tuesday.
·
The banquet will culminate the
national observance of United
Nations Day, according to NealL.
Vinson, president of the city's
chapter of the United Nations
Association of the United States of
America.
Richardson is scheduled to talk
on The UN After 35 Years, Vinson
said.

Skills for Self-Hypnosis, a
shortened version of an internationally known course will be
offered Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. at the University of New
Mexico.
Modern hypnosis is a method of
using imagery, suggestion and
meditation-like mental patterns as a
treatment technique which is under
the treated individual's control.
UNM's President William E.
The method combines a variety
"Bud" Davis is honorary chairman of approaches; including traditonal
of ~the event, the UN chapter
president said.

•'

Banquet tickets are $20 and are
not available at the door.
Tickets may. be purchased by
contacting Dr. Marjorie Jonston,
Meadow View Dr. NW, or calling
842-8614 by Friday.
The banquet is scheduled to
begin at 7:30p.m.
The association was founded in
and has about 26,000
members with about 200 local
chapters.

1964

Funds for the purchase of the

$24,800 machine were raised from
contributions to the UNM
Foundation from Anne Pickard,
Harry and Anna Broussard, the
Albuquerque Northwest Lions
Club, the UNM Foundation, the
UNM Affirmative Action Program
and a large grant from the Levi
Strauss Foundation.
"The reading machine is an
especially appropriate acquisition
in this International Year of the
Handicapped," Clarksaid.
She said time will be scheduled
for the public to use the machine.
Inquiries should be directed to
Stephen Rollins, University Library
circulation department.

Co_ntinuing EdUcation To Offer
Course On Skills for Self~Hypnosis

Former Defense Secretary
To Lecture at UN Banquet
Linda McMath

surface scanner and the machine
reads the text aloud line-by-line. It
has 33 controls which permit
flexibility in repeating words,
spelling words, reading columns of
figures and adjusting speed and
tone. It can also serve as a talking
calculator.
"The Kurzweil reading machine
is a technological innovation which
is especially appropriate in a
library," Clark said.
"At the university, it will permit
students to read without employing·
someone to read aloud to them and
its capability to interface with
terminals to the UNM Computer
Center will permit blind students to
use computer services in their
coursework," she said.

. hypnitism, yoga, and recent
research on attention, personality
process and daydreaming.
Self-hypnosis is a skill that can be
learned and with practice applied to
many areas of life such as habit,
mood and pain control, creativity,
relaxation and the enhancement of
sexual and aesthetic experiences.
The course, co-sponsored by
UNM Division of Continuing
Education; will review possible uses

UNM Catalog Available
The
191H ·82,
1982-83
University of New Mexico
Catalog has finally arrived.
All 1981 fall semester freshmen and transfer students, upon
presentation ()f their catalog
coupon, may obtain a free

catalog at any of the ·college
Advisement Centers.
All other students may
purchase a catalog at the UNM
Bookstore for $2.
Academic and administrative
(Jepartments may pic.k up the
new catalog in Scholes Hall 108.

of

self-hypnosis, with demonand will i~clude ways to
apply self-hypnosis to many aspects
s~rations,

oflif~.

The fee is $55.
Dr. Norman Katz developed the
course which is taught through the
Proseminar Institute ill San
Francisco, where he is Director of
Hypnosis Training.
Dr. Katz received his Ph.D. in
clinical
psychology
from
Washington University, St. Louis.
After serving as Psychology
Director for the Child Center in St.
Louis, he came to New Mexico as
Assistant Professor in the
Psychology Department of UNM
and taught for five years. Currently
he is Director of Hypnosis Training
for the Proseminat Institute and
adjunct professor in the UNM
Medical School.
For further information, exact
location and registration contact
the UNM Conference Center at
277-6542 or 277-3751.
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Reagan Boosts Military Pay Scales
After Congressional Compromise
W ASHINOTON President workers, are retroactive to Oct. 1,
Reagan Wednesday signed a S4.5 the stan of the new fiscal year, and
billion military pay raise into law are expected to be paid imthat will provide "richly deserved" mediately.
Some top officers including
raises ranging from 10 to 17 percent
most of the 2 million members of generals and admirals will not get
;any mises and recruits will get the
the armed forces,"
Congress gave final approval to smallest raises of 10 percent. The
the measure one week ago in largest raises, 17 percent, will go to
compromise form providing raises senior sergeants and pettY officers
of I 0 to 17 percent for the nation's under the new law. Officers will get
2 million men and women in the across-the-board raises of 14.3
percent.
armed services,
The raises amount to about S50
The ralses, exceeding the 4.8
percent already given civilian more a month for privates While

U.S. Auto Industry Suffering
DETROIT - U,S. automakers
said Wednesday that car sales in the
Oct. 1-1 () period declined 34.1
percent from the same period last
year, giving the industry its poorest
model year opening since 195S.
The decline was not wholly
unexpected,
Most of the really new 19S2 cars
and trucks - those most likely to
stir buyer excitement - haven't
been officially introduced yet.
Some falloff also was expected in
the wake of heavy price discounting
in August and September, even
though automakers continued the

price-cutting tactics into this month
to keep up buyer interest.
Nevertheless, the Oct. 1-10 dally
sales rate of 16,341 cars was the
lowest for the period since 1958.
The seasonally ;adjusted annual
sales rate dropped to 4.8 million the lowest the industry has reached
in the devastating slump that has
continued since April of 1979.
Sales for the five domestic
automakers were 147,066 in the
period, down 34,1 percent from
223,233 in the same period last
year.

officers will get about $250 more.
The law also includes a 14.3
percent increase in food and
housing allowances for all military
personnel and addi tiona! special
duty pay and bonuses for men and
women working in some areas short
of manpower,
Last year, members of the armed
services received 11.7 percent pay
hikes.
Most generals and admirals will
not get raises because they are
already up against the $50,000
ceiling imposed on all federal
employees.
The lowest 10 percent raises for
privates with less than two years'
experience will take their monthly
pay from $501.30 to $551.40.
The monthly pay of a captain
with eight years' experience will go
from $1753.20 to $2004 - an
annual base pay of about $24,000.
A colonel with 16 years service will
get about $37,000 a year.

City's Own'Guardian An els' Hel Prevent Crime
Ma·rcos l\1artinez

Stock Market Report
NEW YORK The stock
market, confused about the future
of interest rates and disappointed
by third-quarter earnings results,
plunged along a broad front
Wednesday in a late selloff.
The Dow Jones industrial
average, which gave up 3..90 points
Tuesday, skidded another 14.93
points to 850.65, bringing its fourday loss total to 27.49 points.
Chase Manhattan jolted the
investment community when it
hiked the rate it charges bwkers for
loans by a percentage point, just
one day after most of the nation's
banks reduced their prime lending
rate to a five-month low.
The New York Stock Exchange
index plunged 1.10 to 68.97 and the
price of an average share decreased
47 cents, Standard & Poor's 500stock index shed 1.97 tp 118.80.
Declines routed advances 1114-383
among the 1871 issues traded.

But Big Board volume totaled
only 40.26 million shares compared
with 43.07 million traded Tuesday
and composite volume of NYSE
issues listed on all U.S. exchanges
and over the counter amounted to
46.96 million shares compared with
49.76 million traded Tuesday.
The American Stock Exchange
index skidded 6.22 to 305 .95 !!nd
the price of a share fell 30 cents.
Declines topped advances 3~5-174
among the 762 issues traded.
Volume totaled 3.96 million shares
compared with 4.44 million
Tuesday.
On the trading floor, Grumman
was the most active NYSE-listed
issue, off 13/4 to 33 112 in trading
that included blocks of 115,000
shares at 33 1/2 and 150,000 shares
at331/4.
On the Amex, Dome Petroleum
was the most active isst1e, off3/S to
10 3/4.

ControllerTroublePredicted
Due to Mistaken Projections

An Army staff sergeant, grade
E6, with eight years will be paid
$1060 per month- $12,720 a year
- up from $910.10 a month. The
base pay for an E9 top sergeant or
petty officer can reach $2130 per
WASHINOTON -The air traffic control system could be in "serious
month- about $25,500 a year- trouble" by the winter of 1983 because of overly optimistic projections on
with 26 years' service - a 17 replacing striking controllers, a House staff analysis said Wednesday.
percent increase.
The report, released by the House Post Office and Civil Service Committee, said the only way to correct the situation is to rehire controllers
who went on strike Aug. 3.
The Democratic Study Group, an organization of House liberals and
moderates, issued a separate report concluding the Reagan administration,
striking Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization and the
American public all are losers because of the walkout.
But it said "the biggest loser ..• is the American public, which not only
has to foot the bill for the administration's $12 billion in additional
spending and revenue losses, but which also must bear the brunt of an
~stimated S3 billion in annual losses to businesses and state and local
governments.''
"In addition, it is the public - not the air controllers or the Reagan
administration- which must bear whatever increased danger there is in air
travel as a result of the PATCO-administration impasse," it added.
In its 15-page report, the House Civil Service committee staff questioned
whether the Federal Aviation Administration will be able to reach the goals
it has set for rebuilding the controller work force following dismissal of
more than 11,000 strikers.
"It appears that by the winter of 1983, the system could be in serious
trouble," the report said.
It said the work force, at best, will be only at two-thirds of the level the
FAA now considers necessary for full capacity (which is 20 percent below
the pre-strike level); many controllers will have little experience, and
supervisors, military and others augmenting the work force will by then
have experienced 16 months of long hours, little leave, and, for some, duty
away from home.
"Because of the unique nature of the occupation, the only way to lessen
the strain !:'n the •y•!em i< to rehire a ~ub~t.awial number of the striking
controllers," the report said.

New Drug Less~ns Misery
For Chemotherapy Patients
WE'RE NOT TELLING ALL OUR SECRETS !
But after you visit the Carving Line in the Sidewalk Cafe, you may
wonder how we do it. Three entrees are cooked fresh daily, then
served piping hot with potatoes and gravy, roll and butter and your
choice of vegetable. All for $2.50 to $2.95 ! So next time you're feel·
ing hungry for a delicious meal at a very tasty price, visit the Carv·
ing Line try us once - twice - then you'll know (how we do it).

There's More At The Union
Country Store FrUit$, nuts, natural snacks

TheWheelAn endless array of sandwiches, burger
baskets and fresh baked desserts

Ice Cream ShoppeFamous ice cream at Infamously low prices

Pocket Corner We'll build you a class1c pita bread sandwich

GOOD!

New Mexico
Union
Food service

BOSTON
Researchers
reported Wednesday an experimental drug can eliminate the
nausea and vomiting that accompany one of the most widely
used, powerful and dreaded
chemotherapies for cancer.
The drug holds hope for other
cancer patients suffering drug
induced nausea and vomiting, "one
Of the most frequent and
debilitating acute side effects of
chemotherapy for advanced
cancer," the researchers wrote in
the New England Journal of
Medicine.
The researchers studied advanced
cancer. pat iett ts
undergoing
chemotherapy with the powerful
drug cisplatin. Such patients
sometimes miss treatment sessions
because of the nausea i nduccd by
the drag and sometimes avoid them
altogether, an editorial, written by
Dr. John Laszlo and pharmacist
Virgil s. Lucas Jr. of .Duke
University, noted.
A team from Memorial Slonn
Kettering Cancer Center in New
York City found cancer patictHs

given high doses of the drug
metoclopromide had significantly
less vomiting and naus~a than
patients given a placebo or the
current anti-nausea drug.
Metoclopromide is derived from
other drugs used to combat
irregular heartbeat and has been
used for a decade in Europe, but is
only being tested in the United
States and is not available for
general usc.
The only common side effect in
the test was that the drug sedated 76
percent of the patients. The
sedation was mild in all but one
patient. Other side effects were
diarrhea, occasional headache,
chills or other minor problems, the
study said.
None of the side effects
necessitated stopping the treatment,
the researchers said.
l'he major drawback was that
tnetoclopromide treatment takes
too long to be used on outpatients,
the study said. In order to benefit
from the treatment, patients must
spend hours a day receiving the
drug intravcnottsly.

!
'

New York's public officials ;and
police department.
Albuquerque's sudden expansion
Currently there are 15 fullhas brought with it problems that fledged Angels in Albuquerque,
plague most urban areas: pollution, with 14 more due to complete their
poverty and crime. Recently some training by the middle qf October,
residents formed l\ group called the
Training for the Guardian Angels
Guardian Angels to help prevent consists of a two-and-one-half
crime and assist citizens in need.
month period which begins with a
The Guardian Angels originated rigorous physical training including
in New York City in 1979, when a, martial arts. This is followed by a
man named Curtis Sliwa decided he study of the penal code and cardiowas fed up with crime in the city pulmonary resuscitation.
and did "something about it. Sliwa
The Angels have a set of rules
formed a group of youths who rode they must adhere to. Angel Ron
the subways on crime lookouts and Rodriguez, also known as.
provided a more positive role model "Preacher," said these rules infor potentially criminal youngsters. clude not arguing with police, being
Sliwa visited Albuquerque last courteous in public, not smoking or
July, topromote the newest chapter carrying weapons, and not
ofthe Gu;ardian Angels. Locally the patrolling alone.
group was founded by Vietnam
"We aren't just preventing
veteran Alan Hunter.
crime. We're also changin~ flat
"We don't go out to enforce the tires and taking elders to the store if
Ia w. Our presence is what stops they feel unsafe going out at night.
We're not out there to be heroes,"
crime," Hunter said.
Hunter, whose Angel nickname Rodriguez said.
Hunter said the Angels are
is "Irish," said the re;:eption to the
Angels in Albuquerque has ranged composed of 65 percent Latins and
from enthusiastic to lukewarm to 75 percent males.
Stanley Barnhart, known as
cold by citizens and officials alike.
"Th~ university police depart- "Snake," is 27 years old and has
ment absolutely forbids us from been with the Angels since they
setting foot on campus. They say started.
He said, "Some people think
they have adequate protection,"
we're a gang, but they will in time
Hunter said.
In a telephone interview, UNM
Police Chief Berry Cox initially said
the Angels weren't told to stay off
campus, but later said he doesn't
believe there is a need for the
Guardian Angels on the UNM Guardian Angel leader Alan Hunter (top) gives some of his
campus.
"1 don't believe they are needed younger members a lecture
here. Our statistics for violent crime during one of their afternoon
are low. My officers and student park meetings. The Angels with
security personnel do an out- their karate training supervisor
standing job," Cox said.
Phil Gilbert (bottom center).
Cox said this "community within
a community" (UNM) is one of the
safest in Albuquerque, and the
Angels' "positive impact would be
negligible."
Hunter said the lukewarmness of realize what we're here for. If
officials may be due to the newness people watch over others, others
of the group, and community will do the same for them. The
communities should watch over
acceptance will come in time.
He said that the New York City their own neighborhoods.
"We're family, we feel for each
Angels received similar criticism
other
and we back each other up.
initially, being labeled vigilantes
and thugs, but today the New York We're here, and we're going to
City Angels receive the support of stay," Barnhart said.

-Corrections Employees
To Vote on Ba:t;"gainers
SANTA FE About 850 include those in part-time,
Corrections Department employees seasonal, supervisory and conwill be able to vote next month to fidential positions.
Voting will be from 6 a.m. to 6
determine which, if any, union will
in specific correctional
p.m.
represent them as an exclusive
bargaining
agent,
department faqlities or by mail, and each of the
spokesman Jeff Pederson said two labor organizations and the
department will designate equal
Wednesday.
The employees may choose numbers of observers at the polling
·between
the New Mexico places, Pederson said. Ken Berard
Correctional Workers Association of the State Personnel Office will be
or the American Federation of the election judge.
Polling places will be located at
State, County and Municipal
the
State Penitentiary near Santa
Workers in an election scheduled
Fe,
the
Youth Diagnostic Center in
for Nov. 5, he said.
Albuquerque, the New Mexico
A third option available to the Boys School in Springer, and the
employees, Pederson said, will be Central New Mexico Correctional
Facility in Los Lunas.
to vote for no such affiliation.
The election agreement and a list
Only 850 of the department's
1300 employees are eligible to vote, of eligible employees will be posted
he said, noting ineligible workers before the election, Pederson said.

-AWACS-continued from page 7

Export Control Aet. Congress has
never blocked such a proposal since
the legislation was enacted in in
1976.
·But Percy said a 1980 amendment to the law allows for the
president to authorize such a sale if
he determines such a move is "in
the national security interests" of
the United States.
Percy's committee votes on the
package today,

Where can 1. go if I want information on academic probation?
(Your) Academic College.
Where can 1 go if 1 want tutoring?
Academic Department Involved;
Special Services (if you qualify),
Mesa Vista Hall 2013, 217-3506;
Skills Center (if you qualify),
Zimmerman Library, 277-4560;
Veterans' Services (if you qUalify),
Mesa Vista Hall2122, 277-3514.
Where can I go if I want to change
my acadelllk major?
(Your) Academic College.

•1 ..
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Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

I

Senate Constitutes
Internal Business
Yesterday, for the third time, the ASUNM senate decided to reject
action that would make it illegal for a senator to hold a position with any
on-campus news agency.
The first time the issue came up it appeared as a resolution that formally
stated the senators considered it a "conflict of interest" for student
government officials to work at any on-campus news agency.
The second time, the controversy was in the form of Internal Business
/14, which amends a portion of the ASUNM constitution that reads, "No
senator, during the time for which he/she is elected, may serve in any
other branch of the ASUNM government or as officers of ASUNM funded
organizations," by adding "or serve as an employee of any on-campus
news agency, unless he/she be appointed a Senate representative."
Internal Business #4 failed In committee Monday.
Failed but did not, in the least, die. During Wednesday's senate
meeting, a motion to reconsider #4 failed 8 to 5. Finally dead, you ask? Of
course not, the sponsor of the bill said she was starting a petition drive to
get the measure on the November election ballot,
The controversy surrounding the issue has focused on two constitutional questions: What are the individual's rights in connection with
elected offices? and, Do freedom of the press rights cover this particular
issue?
Undeniably, freedom of the press rights extend to college newspapers.
It is illegal - totally - for a governmental agency to determine the hiring
policies of the press and, thus, affect their news coverage. Although it has
been argued that the news editor sitting on the senate could create a bias
in news coverage, this has not been evident in this situation. It also has
been argued the bill is merely a preventative measure to insure this bias can
never exist but, in essence, a prev!lntative measure of this nature will
convict every Lobo editor before he has been accused. The bill is undisguised prior restraint and prior restraint has been consistently defeated
in court.
But the bill's unconstitutionality does not exist only on the Lobo side of
the issue. Internal Bill 1/4 restricts the senator's right to earn a living. A
similar case in which a public service employee was fired for holding an
elected position resulted in the decision to reinstate the employee because
it was his right to hold an elected position without regard to employment.
Although misdirected, the senate, when this section of the constitution
was being written, was concerned an officer of an ASUNM funded
organization could affect how much money that organization received.
This argument does not in anyway apply to the Lobo. The Lobo receives a
fixed amount of money from the ASUNM fees and a senator could never
affect how much money the Lobo receives.
There is no parallel in the "real world" to this section of the ASUNM
constitution. With their conscience to guide them, "real" senators abstain
on votes that hit too close to home. No publicly elected body has found it
necessary to restrict membership. No publicly elected body dic;tates the
hiring practices of the media.
There is, however, a parallel to UNM's Student Publications Board.in
the ''real world." Complaints about a newspaperman's ethics are usually
brought to the editor and publisher.lf a conflict should arise with the Lobo
the issue should be brought to the Publications Board.
ASUNM law is superceded by state and federal law and because of this,
very serious constitutional questions are being raised by the bill's opponents. Very serious questions that should be answered before the bill is
placed on the ballot by petition.
When placing a measure on the ballot for voter consideration, the
senate has the responsibility to make sure the constitutionality of that bill is
above reproach. It has become increasingly obvious that the bill's sponsors
are shirking this responsibility.

Letters

Reader Writes Rhetorical Letter
what are we discussing: Philosophy or literature?"
Then he made some reference to Rhetoric. I felt a knot
forming in my stomach. I cautiously glartced up, and
there on the shelf among other plain clad bonks was a
flashy, jeering one proclaiming ''Philosophy and
Rhetoric," I slipped out of the room and scurried to
the elevator. Once inside, I breathlessly leaned against
the wall, trying to forget about my enemy's constant
attacks.
In my English 220 class today, someone called a
sentence a Rhetorical question - one thdt needs no
answer. I saw visions of myself banging my head on
the table. Why does it need no answer? What does
this no-answer business have to do with Rhetoric
itself? Is the answer in the Twilight Zone?
I think that after my series of dramatic traumas
because of the r-word, no one will ever be able to
I went to a Philosophy lecture held in the Philosophy successfully get me to understand its meaning. I will
Library - nothing like a little confusion to clear the forever think of it as the black, oozing, slimy submind. I was just getting interested in the discussion stance that lies at the base of a bottomless pit.
Gina Cannizzo
that followed when someone lamented, "Yeah, but

Editor:
Of all the monsters facing me in college life,
Rhetoric is the most frustrating, I don't mean rhetoric
itself - iust the word. What the hell is Rhetoric?
Everyone refers to "Rhetorical speech", "the
Rhetorical question", "Rhetorical effect", "Rhetoric",
"Rhetoric", "Rhetoric." AAUUGGHHII
I'm a reasonable and sometimes intelligent person
- I looked the word up. The definition left more than
a little to the imagination. It was less than vivid (much
less), and did not, in fact, define Rhetoric.
My first encounter with the demon was in English
102 ~here we read an essay on Rhetoric. It was a nice
essay, probably a Vr;Jry divulging one, and it left me
with one huge, important (and probably Rhetorical)
question: what's Rhetoric?

.:

Leadership Reflection of Followers
Editor:
Political leadership in this nation is a reflection of the
quality of followership. If we are not willing to demand
quality ltiadership, if we are willing to submit to
mediocre, and, or, counter-progressive leadership, it
may be we ate getting what we deserve. So many of
us have lost the courage to vote, yes the courage to
vote; and those of us who do vote often don't have
the courage to vote our conscience; we vote as if
we're placing a bet en a horse race - who's the
"favorite" in the dubiously "scientific" polls. We
passively submit to whatever the media, particularly
the T.V. electronic media wishes to dish out; we
refuse to demand information, we're content with
trivia, sensationalism, advertising jingles, and
propaganda.
An uninformed public is a treacherous threat to a
survival of a democracy. On the city level, we voted
the favorites, we didn't get enough information, we
believed we'd throw our vote away by voting our
conscience; some of us think electoral polities is a big
joke and deliberately threw our vote away.
Media representatives' lack of vision and lack of
courage evidenced in superficial candidacy coverage,
helped boost the campaign of a media performer who

is more than likely to win against a non-flashy
business-as-usual candidate. And we're willing to
resign ourselves to that, We're more than willing to
submit to the consequences of folly without fighting
back.
I came forward as a viable alternative candidate. I
was treated with disrespect by the media and the
public and guaranteed the self-fulfilling conclusion of
being defeated, by being ignored, stigmatized, and
neglected as a candidate. My candidacy was
disparaged by yellow journalistic tactics; I was refused
adequate opportunity to air my views and to evidence
my intellect. l offered quality leadership and was told
that because I was not a middle-aged man in a
business suit and a member of higher economic
brackets, that my leadership, ability, and personal
integrity would not be given serious consideration.
In this city this year, if there was the courage to
fight back, a successful write-in campaign could be
Waged for progressive executive leadership that we
need in this city. But we will submit instead without a
fight, won't we? Are we getting the leadership we
deserve?
Geraldine Amato
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Balloon Systems
Are Obtainable
At Local Dealers

'Search and Rescue'
Practices at Kirtland

continued on R-3
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Blue Angels To Perform Loc·ally
Terri Jenkins

Terri Jenkins

Robert Sanchez
That Others May Live,
Such is the motto of the United States Air Force Aerospace Rescue and
Recovery Service. A branch of that service is the 1550th Aircrew Training
and Test Wing stationed at Kirtland Air Force Base and is commonly
referred to by Albuquerqueans as the "Search and Rescue" service.
The I.SSOth Aircrew Training and Test Wing is both the Air Force's
advanced helicopter training school and the training school for worldwide
rescue operations.
In the last five years, in or ncar the New Mexico area, the !550th has
been credited with saving over 70 Jives in over 100 missions.
The 1550th recently saved one UNM student clinging to the Western face
of the Sandia Mountains. His buddy had fallen previously to the arrival of
the helicopter and was killed, The rescue was efficiently executed by
helicopter.
The IS 50th Aircrew and Training Test Wing moved to KAFB from Hill
Air Force Base, Utah, in February, 1976.
"The l550th is not committed to rescue missions," said public affairs
officer and instructor pilot for an H-3 helicopter, Captain Dave Daley.
"But we certainly have the resources . As long as we are able to, we will
continue our rescue missions."
He added that the missions also help out with the training of pilots and
rescue personnel because "the real thing is a lot different from training
exercises.''
The 1550th ATTW's main missions are to train crew members for
combat rescue and piloting a helicopter.
Daley said that a new class comes in every five weeks and it stays about
four months on temporary duty.
The l550th also tests new equipment. For example, Daley said, the
ATTW has tested "night goggles" which gives pilots increased visibliltiy
during night flying. The goggles would probably be used, Daley said, for
stategic or tactical missions, although the Aerospace Rescue and Recovery
Service might also use them.
"It's challenging," Daley said. "It's the last of the good flying. Like the
old biplanes during World War I which flew with .incredible
manucverability at low altitudes."
"We have a good peace-time mission," said Captain Mike Letica, an
instructor pilot for the H-53 helicopter.
' "It gives you a good feeling to help somebody and bring them back
alive. It's immediate gratification."
Letica's most recent rescue mission was the rescue of a Texas man from
t11e Wheeler Peak area. He explained that two men from Texas apparently
got lost ncar Wheeler Peak. Despite search parties, they could not be found

' Gliding Expected to Grow

B1ll WociHL>r

A biplane paints its path in smoke in Jim' Franklin's Air Show during
the Balloon Fiesta.
•

Flying Grows in Popularity
Terri Jenkins
"It's a very satisfying feeling learning to fly," said Nancy Herring, flight
instructor at Coronado Flying Service, Inc. Learning to fly is also a
challenge that more people are taking up as costs of other transportation
increases.
Obtaining a private pilot's license is the first step in being solely
responsible for guiding an airplane. The Federal Aviation Agency
determines the regulations for licensing. A thorough course of flying instruction will entail almost one semester's worth of study.
Attending a certified school will result in a license more quickly than
other forms of instruction, as each flying school submits a syllabus of its
course to the FAA for its approval; thus the FAA is aware of exactly what
will be taught. A minimum of 35 flying instruction hours is necessary for
the private pilot's license. Most people generally amass more than the
minimum hours required by the FAA, but the breakdown of instructed
hours and solo hours is generaily in a 60/40 ratio. Hours spent with an
instructor cover cross-country flying, night flying, and other subjects such
as weather and reading weather report print-outs from the Flight Service
Station.
A prospective student must be at least 17 and have no medical condition
that requires const?.nt medication, such as diabetes or a heart condition.
(Medication necessary for sUch chronic conditions may cause side effects at
the high altitudes necessary for flight.) Color blindness may restrict a pilot
from night flights due to lighting systems at airports, but wearing glasses to
correct vision will not affect licensing. All trainees must take a medical
exam before their hours of solo instruction.
An extensive examination is taken before certification. The three-part
exam begins with a written test covering basic aerodynamics, cross-country
flight planning, FAA and "rules of the road" regulations, weather
forecasting and print-out reading, The second section is an oral exam
covering essentially the same material, and finally the "check ride" is
flown by the student.
"Anyone with normal coordination can learn to fly," Herring said.
"Judgement is the most important thing to learn: making decisions and
making the correct ones.''
A private pilot's license is good for the rest of your life, but the FAA
further requires all pilots to take the Biennial Review, a flying test given
after each two years' flying time.
The private pilot's license is of course not the only license issued or for
which instrUction is given. License examinations for instrument pilot, with
a minimum of 200 hours instruction and flying time; commercial pilot,
. minimum 250 hours time may be taken as the student progresses, if that is
the student's interest.
Mary Rynarson, with Albuquerque Sunport Aviation, detailed other
certifications. "Next is the Certified Flight Instructor license, with 500
hours, which hours can be combined with instruction necessary for the
Certified Flight Instructor (Instruments) in order to amass that many." Air
Transport Pilot and Commercial Pilot are the next designations.
Both schools use trainer airplanes with dual controls for instruction. As
FAA regulations expressly forbid carrying passengers if a student is at the
controls, each student receives individual instruction. Overall costs for a
private pilot's license would probably not exceed $2,000 covering rental of
the airplane, the hourly rate for an instructor, textbooks and supplies. Fees
also cover insurance on the $40,000 (average cost) airplane.

If you attended any oflast week's
Balloon Fiesta activities, you saw
about one-eighth of the world's
b~lloon population. Of the 4,000
balloons flying somewhere in the
world, about 500 of them were in
Albuquerque to participate in the
festivities.
Balloons, which range in their
options and features in a
Volkswagon to Rolls Royce-type
ratio, have a beginning cost of $710,000 for the basic balloon (called
an envelope) and gondola (or
basket). All kinds of ~.vailable
options for the envelope and basket
of course add to the price, but a
balloon can be manufactured to the
potential pilot's specifications.
The smallest balloons are those
of the AX-4 class of approximately
30,000 cubic feet. They are commonly referred to as "hang"
balloons because the pilot hangs by
ropes or in a suspended seat
because the balloon is too small to
support a gondola. The popular
J&B balloon, only 42,000 cubic
feet, is such a hang balloon.
The next two classes, the AX-6
and AX-7 are the most popular
sizes flown at the Fiesta, and are
56,000 and 77,000 cubic fee,t
respectively.
The largest active (regularly
flown) balloon in the world may
also be a familiar sight to
Albuquerque residents, as it is
owned and flown by Sid Cutter.
Cutter, who is considered the
"Dean of Ballooning" here, flie>
the 400,000 cubic foot balloon with
the aid of another pilot, since the
balloon is so enormous the flying
equipment is distributed on both
sides of the gondola. Over 20
people may enjoy a ride in it at one
time.
Balloons are governed by
regulations of the Federal Aviation
Agency. These regulations govern
repair stations, licensing, and
"rules of the road."
Repairs must meet certain
specifications, and a sport balloon
(one used essentially as a pleasure
craft) must have an inspection,
either yearly or after 100 air miles
are logged. Commercial balloons
(those flown by a company, such as
Parkay, Black Angus, Airstep
division of Brown Shoes or flown
strictly for paid flights) must also
have an annual inspection.
Licensing is soon going to be
under stricter lines, but currently
sport balloon pilots must pass a
three-part examination to obtain a
license. First, the proSpective
candidate must have had at least 10
hours' flying time in a lighter-thanair craft, one hour of which must be
solo. (Balloon flights average one
to two hours or three to 12 miles
normally). Then the future pilot
must pass a written exam and oral
exam given by the FAA, and finally
pass the flight test with the FAA
instructor in the gondola and the
student piloting the craft. The·same
exams must b~ passed by a
prospective commercial pilot, but
the candidate must have a
minimum of35 air hours.
"Rules of the road" consist of
such standard practices as a balloon
havins the right of way over other
craft except ahy aircraft in distress.
(This is because of the balloon's
relative inability to manuever.)
When possible, balloons should
pass on the right, and no balloon
may fiy in an air. traffic-controlled
area With a tower (for example, the
Albuquerque International Airport) without beinS in radio contact
with the tower at all times.
Ballooning
weather
in
continued oil R·6
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Outing the 1982 Kirtland Air Force Base Open
House, Albuquerque and UNM will again have the
opportunity of seeing a precision flying team in
action: the United States Navy's Blue Angels.
Every naval aviator learns the same basic
manuevers the Blue Angels fly in their incredible air
shows, according to Robert Sommer, Journalist First
Class; Public Affairs Office, USN Recruiting.
However, the loops, rolls, and formation flying
take on new aspects when combined in an Angel's
routine. Two-hundred hours of practice during their
winter training keep skills toned for the aviation
officers, who are assigned on a two-year rotational
basis.
Each Angel is initially assigned to an operational
squad aboard an aircraft carrier, learning to fly for
tactical purposes or in a hostile environment. Daily
practice insures the pilots selected for Angel
assignment can perform their stunts at altitudes as
low as !00 feet, .and their same manuevers may be
performed in combat at tree-top height or 60,000
feet.
First organized in 1946, the Blue Angels have
entertained 145 million spectators worldwide. Their
schedule includes traveling 280 days a year and
staging shows in their A·4 Sky Hawk lis, a

McDonald-Douglas aircraft with a Pratt and
Whitney J52 .. P-408 turbo jet engine having 11,200
pounds of thrust.
The six aircraft may be seen forming a Delta
formation or splitting into sections for a diamond of
four, flying two planes in opposition along the same
flight line, or one 'stacked' upside down over the
canopy of another and continuing flight in the same
direction.
The Blue Angels themselves are totally civilian
sponsored for such things as ground transportation,
lodging, and meals, paid for by the host for that
scheduled the show. The USN pays only for pilots'
salaries, the fuel used, maintainance, and spare parts
for the Sky Hawks. The maintainance crew,
currently numbering 75 men, has its own aircraft, a
C-130 Lockheed Hercules nicknamed 'Fat Albert'
which flies with the Angels as a support system.
Under the direction of Commander Denny Wisely,
USN, this year's Blue Angel squadron has 16 officers, three of whom are Marines. No New Mexico
or UNM personnel are included in this team, but the
state has been represented in the past.
Kirtland Air Force Base has submitted requests to
see the Blue Angels come 1982. But in case the Blue
Angels are not available, the base has also requested
to see the Air Force's Thunderbird's and the Royal
Canadian Air Force Snow Angels.

Hang Gliding Safe as Pilot;
No License Needed to Fly
Terri Jenkins
If flying lessons sound like too much to add to a
heavy schedule at UNM this semester, consider hang
gliding lessons instead.
Hang gliding has been a recognized activity ap·
proximately 10 years nationally and popular in
Albuquerque for seven or eight years.
No license is needed to pilot a hang glider, and "the
sport is as safe as the pilot wants to make it," said
Mike Rupert of Buffalo Skyriders, Inc. "It's 90
percent judgment and 10 percent skill."
A four-lesson package offered by his firm provides
instruction and loans all needed equipment which
consists of a hang glider, harness and helmet, for less
than $100.
Self-regulated by the United States Hang Gliding
Associaton enthusiasts can participate in organized
competilio~ circuits throughout the U.S. Regional,
national and invitational meets are open to hang
gliders, who are loosely grouped into beginning, intermediate, and advanced divisions.
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Pilot weight can sometimes be a factor in hang
gliding, as any pilot weighing 50 pounds or less, or 300
pounds or more, has to have a specially-crafted glider
built. Otherwise, hang gliders are readily available
throughout a range of 80 to 240 pounds pilot weight.
Everything forming a glider is aircraft parts, from
the aircraft tubing used for the frame, the stainless
steel cable, and the stabilized Dacron sail cloth. This
use of aircraft materials makes the craft stronger, in
fact, stronger for its purposes than some powered
flying craft. A new glider will cost around $1500, but a
good used one may be purchased for about half that
amount.
The l) .S. Hang Glidins Association also regulates
flying sites as to the skill levels needed to fly a site
safely, serving as a sort of mini~FAA for hang glider
pilots. The Sandia sites are considered good areas ·for
the sport because of the wind currents an~ alS? ~c
cessibility. Hang gliding is expected to contmue mtts
growth cycle, and as it grows in popularity, the
equipment will probably develop and improve as well.

The Air Force has a precision flying team called the Thunderbirds which
performs around the world demonstrating feats of skill and courage.
However, the performances for the rest of 1981, including a performance at Kirtland Air Force Base on Oct. 3 for its open house, have
been canceled due to a sudden death of the .leader of the team. Lt. Col.
D,L. Smith. Smith crashed on Labor Day weekend during take-off.
The Thunderbirds will begin performing again with the new year and
hopes are that they will appear at Kirtland Air Force Base sometime during
the State Fair or Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta, 1982·, said Lt.
Birdwell, public relations officer at Kirtland Air Force Base.
The Thunderbirds is an \!-officer team chosen from about 100,000
officers. The six planes flown are T-38A Talons, jet trainers.
The T-38 has 2,680 pounds of thrust dry or 3,850 pounds of thrust with
afterburners and has flown as fast as Mach 1.35, or 844.2 miles per hour.
The engine is a General Electric J85·5 Turbo Jet.
There are six planes which perform in each show. Two perform in a
group and two perform solo.
Pilots are aiways in training for the Thunderbirds. They are trained for a
one-year period, then perform for two years after which they return to
active duty.
Half of the team changes every year ensure a smooth transition in the
turnover.
In 29 years of the existence of the Thunderbirds, tl\ere have been only
124 officers on the team.
The Thunderbirds will perform at any event, public or private. Requests
must be made directly to the Department of Defense, which handles the
scheduling. Requests should be made now for the 1982 scheduling year.

--Rescue--------~-continued from R-2
for several days. When they were found, Letica landed a ground party
·
rescuing one man. The other man was already dead.
Daley said that the Air Force has no problem retaining helicopter pilots
even though they are guarenteed a position as a pilot on a fixed-wing
aircraft.·
The 1550th ATTW not only has helicopters, but it also has a fixed-wing
aircraft, an HC-130, which is simply a modified C-130 and is used mainly
for refueling helicopters.
The mission of the HC-130's, explained Major Bob Reckner, instructor
pilot for the HC-130, is to give rescue missions long .range capability.
However, Reckner explained, the planes can also be used for searching.
He said that a C-130, part of the Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service
in Iceland rescued Ben Abruzzo, Larry Newman and Maxie Anderson
from the Atlantic on the first attempt to cross the ocean in their Double
Eagle balloon. ·
He added that it was the very same plane that found the Double Eagle II
and its crew over the Atlantic when their radio went out and were unable to
get a fix on their position.
Daley said that the Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service was renamed
recently when to include "aerospace" when part of its mission included
rescuing and recovering space capsules and their crews.
He added that its service recovered the capsules from the ocean. It was
also ready to rescue and recover the space shuttle and its crew if it were
forced to abort its mission.
Despite the ri$cue missions it has flown, Daley said that the primary
mission of the ISSOth was to train its members for combat rescue. They ·
train paratroopers in rescue operations in remote areas across New
Mexico.
During the week there is usually a crew flying and if a rescue call comes
in, a crew can swiftly be sent (o assist. During the weekends, a crew is
assigned to be on alert.
.
As part of the 1550th ATIW's equipment, it has 26 rotary wing aircraft
out of a total of 15 I in the Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service, and 10
fixed wing aircraft out of a total of 47.

NBA

ACtion

Houston Rockets
vs.
san Antonio Spurs
University Arena
wednesday, october 21
7:30p.m.

Tickets available at
UNM Ticket Office
oardenswartz Spartz
The Classic Hotel
$7.00 &$6.00
Bring your ticket stub to wendy's Thursday or Friday
after the game and wln a FREE Single If the. Rockets
score 115, a FREE coke"' If they don't\ Either wav.
YOU WIN!
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Thur-Sun
Featuring

the Rob Mullins Band
Rob Mullins (recipient of the Telluride Jazz Festival
outstanding solo music award) and his Denver
based band perform their original style of jazz which
ranges from a purely instrumental sound to steamy·
blues-like vocals.
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AcTIVITIEs
SUB NooNTIME will present ''Los Tapatios"
dancers from noon to l p.m. Oct. 16. The
performance will be held on the SUB
Fountain at the south side of the SUB.
SUB ENTERTAINMENt will present funk and
disco at the Subway Station Oct. 16 with
Brazada. Street Scene will play Oct. 17. The
dance for both nights will begin at 9 p.m.
"Gentlemen's Night" is Oct. 16. D.J. Jams
Unlimited will appear both nights.
Admission is $2 for UNM, TechnicalVocational Institute and University of
Albuquerque students and $3 for the general
public.
THE VoRTEX THEATRE will he holding open
auditions for its January production of
Diversions and Delights by John Gay, a oneman show based on the life of Oscar Wilde.
Auditions will be Oct. 17 at 1 p.m. at the
theatre. For further information call 299·
7121 or 243-3300.
KUNM RADIO, ••·1 FM will hold an Open
House Oct. 24 from l to 5 p.m. in the KUNM
offices located on . the UNM campus at
Campus and Girard in Onate Hall. Local
bands, Bonnie and the Boomerangs, Alma,
and Ayohuacan will perform along with
vocal entertainers Sue Young and Steffanie
Sullivan. The Open House is free and includes food and drink,
BAcH-A-ntoN i9s1, a 12-hour organ recital is
scheduled for Oct. 31 be~inrting at noon in
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In, Coronado Four, Far North
Moscow Does Not Believe in Tears - The

ART SHOWS
ALBUQUERQUE MusEUM - Explore, a children's
discovery gallery by Charles Mattox.
New Images from Spain, a collection of art
paintings from Spain, doses Nov. 29.
New Town in the Railroad Boom Years, a
look at Albuquerque as it was from 1880 to
1912. Hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISl'S - Exhibit A:
Circumstantial Evidence now through Oct.
31. Hours are Tuesday through Saturday
fwm ll to 4 p.m.
October Show sponsored by the Downtown
Center for the Arts and scheduled now
through Nov. 13 at the Albuquerque Public
Library, downtown branch, 501 Copper
N.W. Hours are from 1l to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday and Thursday unti17 p.m.
ASA GALLERY in SUB Basement - Contemporary Cuban Photography Show will be
on display at the ASA Gallery from now to
Oct. 23; curated by Amy Conger.
MARIPOSA GALLERY - Jewelry by David Dear
and Tapestries by Viki Edwards with a loom
on display by Jack Edwards until Oct. 21.
TEACHING GALLERY - Faculty Collects will be
on display now through Nov. 6. It is a
display of faculty collections. Hours are 9
a.m. to noon and l p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
MERIDIAN CoNTEMPORARY GALLERY - A onewoman art exhibition featuring works by
Mary Sweet. The exhibition will continue
through Oct. 29. Hours are from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. Wednesday to Saturday and l to 4 p.m.
on Sunday.
NoRTH WALL GALLERY- Works of Paper by
Pamela Davis will be on display now to Oct.
30.
UNM ART MusEUM Photogmphs by
Beaumont Newhall. Over 50 black and white
photographs span from 1928 to 1981; on
display until Oct. 25.
Recent Acquisitions is a look at works
acquired by the Art Museum during the past
year. Included are approximately 80
photographs, prints and drawings dating
from the 15th century to the present; on
display until Nov. l.
Photographs from the Permanent Collection
Selections from the museum's collection of
the 19th and 20th century photographs.
Willard Midgette and the Native American
Four large paintings of the contemporary
Southwest Indian. Hours are 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday.
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Keller Hall. General admission is .$3
students with I. D. is $1,50. The Bach-a-tho~
will be performed by students of UNM and
members of the Albuquerque Chapter of the
American Guild of Organists. The purpose
of the Bach-a-thon is to raise money for
rebuilding practice organs for students.
DouBLE ELIMINATION TABLE TENNIS TouRNAMENT is scheduled for Oct. 28 from 6 to 9
p.m. at the games area of the SUB. The entry
deadline is Oct. 26 and the entry fee is $5.
Cash prizes will be given to the winners.
UNM INTERNATIONAL FoLK DANCE Cwa meets
every Tuesday night from 7 to 10 p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom. There is a 50 cent charge.
There is teaching for beginners.
WAGON WHEELS SQUAREDANCE CLUB meets
Thursdays at 7 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
There is a live caller and lessons for
beginners. Refreshments are provided.
UNM BALLROOM DANCE Ctus meets every
Friday evening from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom. The club gives free mini-lessons at
the start of each session.
STEPPENWOLF is scheduled to appear in concert
on Oct. 18 in Johnson Gymnasium. Another
presentation by ASUNM PEC.

the Dani, a people of Western New Guinea.
It focuses on their constant, unremitting
warfare. Showtimes at Thursday at 7 and
9:15p.m.
The Shop on Main Street - First film from
Eastern Europe to win an Academy Award
(and the Donatello Medal of the Vatican).In
a small Slovak town, an itinerant carpenter
is appointed by his brother-in-law, a Nazi
collaborator, the Aryan controller of the
worthless button-shop of an old, .deaf
Jewess. Instead of hidden riches, he finds a
good human being. Ultimately, during a
deportation of Jews, he fails her, and in so
doing, fails himself. Showtimes Friday at 7,
9:15 and 11;30 p.m.
M - A powerful social melodrama based on
the Dusseldorf murders of 1929. Peter Lorre
launched his career by creating the
claustrophobic, psychotic universe of the
child rapist who is hunted by the police as
well as the criminal class. Showtimes
Saturday at 7, 9:15 and 11:30 p.m.
Films of Chick Strand- Films about women
by a woman include Mujer de Milfuegos,
Casas de Mi Vida, Mosori Monika, and
Elasticity. Showtime Wednesday at 8 p.m.

.

.

Airplane- Albuquerque Six Drive-In
All the Marbles - Albuquerque Six Drive-In,
Coronado Four, Montgomery Plaza
All Screwed Up- Don Pancho's
Altered States -Albuquerque Six Drive-In
An American Werewolf in London
Albuquerque Six Drive-In, Montgomery
Plaza
Arthur -·Los Altos
Body Heat - Coronado Four, Montgomery
Plaza
Canonball Run - Albuquerque Six Drive"In,
Winrockll
Carbon Copy- Winrock II
Continental Divide - Lousiana Blvd
Dragons layer- Eastdale
&calibur- Albuquerque Six Drive-In
The French Lieutenant's Woman - Los Altos
Twin
The ASUNM Film Committee will present the
Hell Night- Cinema East, Montgomery Plaza
following films this week:
Dead Birds - An authentic film study about Mommie Dearest - Albuquerque Six DriveCHUCK MANGIONGE is scheduled to appear in
concert Oct. 18 at 8 p.m. at the Convention
Center. Tickets available through Ticket·
master.
SENIOR RECITAL with Richard Webb on the
guitar is scheduled for Oct. 18 at 8:15 p.m.
The recital will be in Rodey Hall and is free.
THE NEw MExico BRAss QuiNTET will perform
Oct. 22 at 8:15p.m. in Keller Hall.
EDUARDO RAHN AND THE MARACAIBO SYMPHONY
OF VENEZUELA will present classic and Latin
American music Oct. 25 at 8:15p.m. Tickets
are $15, $13 and $10.

MoviES

Stations on the AM dial:
KRKE
KDAZ
KDB
KQED
KKIM
. KORM

KXKS
kAMX
KZIA

Country music, news
Contemporary Christian music
and programs
Middle of the road, news
Oldies
Christian music and programs
Easy listening, middle of road
Beautiful music

610
730
770
920

1000
1150
1190
1500
1580

(15X) Top40

News, talk shows

I

Stations on the FM dial:
I<LYT
KANW
KUNM
KRST
KOB
KWXL
KHFM
KZZX
KKJV

KFMG

88.3
89.1
90.1

92.3
93.3
94.0

96.3
99.0
100.0
108.0

Contemporary Christian music
Disco
Country
Contemporary easy listening
(94 Rock) Album oriented rock
Classical
Adult contemporary top 40
Beautiful music
Mass appeal album oriented rock

Guild
Nice Dreams- Cinema East, Lobo
Nine to Five - Albuquerque Six Drive-In,
Winrockll
Only When l Laugh - Albuquerque Six PriveIn, Far North, Wyoming Mall
Paternity - Albuquerque Six Drive-In, Far
North, Lousiana Blvd
Popeye - Eastdale
The Postman Always Rings Twice Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Raiders of the Lost Ark - Albuquerque Six
Drive-In, Louisiana Blvd
Rich and Famous -Far North, Wyoming Mall
Seduction of Mimi- Don Pancho's
Seems Like Old Times - Albuquerque Six
Drive-In
Stir Crazy - Cinema East, Lobo
True Gonfes5ions - Coronado Four
Zoot Suit - Highland

THEATER
DRACULA - starts tonight at the Barn Dinner
Theatre. and continues through Nov. 29. The
play is the comical version of Dracula.
Dinner starts at 6:45 p.m. and the play starts
at 8:15 p.m. The theatre can be reached by
taking I-40 ea,st and exit at Cedar Crest and
traveling about four miles along the road.
S!X CHARACTERS IN SEARCH OF AN AUTHOR Tonight through Oct. 17 and Oct. 21 and 23
at 8 p.m. at Rodey Theatre. Written by Luigi
Pirandello and directed by Lou Criss. This
presentation .examines the conflict between
theatricality and reality and the fine line
between truth and illusion.
DEATH's NosE- Oct. 20, 22 and 24 at 8 p.m. at
Rodey Theatre. Written and directed by
UNM Professor James Linne!. The play looks
at the ideas contrasted between life and
renewal and the desire for death and
isolation.
THE FouRPOSTER (from which the musical "I
Do, I Do" is based on) - Oct. 23 through
Nov. 8 at the Albuquerque Little Theatre.
Showtimes are Tuesday through Friday at 8
p.m.; Saturday at 6 and 9 p.m. and Sunday
at 2 p.m. General admission is $10. The
production stars Georgia Engals, who played
the character Georgette on The Mary Tyler
Moore Show.
THE INTERVIEW, DoiNG A GooD ONE FOR THE
RED MAN and NExT - Showing at the Vortex
this weekend. Showtimes begin at 8 p.m.
Friday and Saturday with a 2:30 p.m.
showing Sunday.

\VINTERTZE
YOUR BODY
Whether you're going skiing, hunting, to
'the game, or to work outdoors,
Backwoods' quality clothing will keep you
warm from the skin out:
•
•
•
•

Duofold Long Underwear
Woolrich Shirls
100% Goose Down Park;IS, Jackeu; & VesiS
Mhtens 1 Gloves & Boots
• Caps & Ski Masks

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
CARAVAN EAsT (7605 Central N.E.) -Back at
the Ranch and Clay Mack will be the hands
this weekend.
CouNTRY BARBECUE - (in Corrales) will feature
Adobe Brothers, traditional acoustic folk
music, every Thursday evening.
CusToM's HousE SALOON (in Sheraton Old
Town Inn, 800 Rio Grande) - Monday
through Saturday from 6 to 9 p.m., Randy
Rane, live classical guitar.
DANBI's (2900 Coors N.W.) -Now through
Oct. 17, Jazz vocalist Linda Cotton and
Street Life.
THE DISTILLERY (1400 University S.E.) - First
Wednesday of every month is Creek Night
for fraternities and sororities; 50 cent draft
beer and one dollar kamikaze drinks. The
band this weekend will be Off the Wall.
FRIAR'S Pus- The Gears will play Friday and
Saturday and Off the Wall will play Sunday.
FRIAR1S Pus (6825 Lomas N.E.)- New Turbo
will play through Saturday· and Sunday
Steve O'Neill and Company will perform.
NEo's (4200 Central S.E.) - Oct. 15 Kamakazi
Party featuring Kamakazi drinks, . KQEO
and KZZX radio. The Planets will play this
weekend.
TAVERNA LouNGE (in Sheraton Old Town Inn,
BOO Rio Grattde N.W.) - Carl Silva and
Street Talk, a local contemporary vocal
group for listening and dancing pleasure.
Playing now through Oct. 17.

•

•
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The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

Presents

DEAD BIRDS

Private Service
Offers Transport
For Medical Aid

Tonight 7:00 & 9:15 p.m.

Robert
Gardner's
study of the Dani - a
people of Western
New Guinea whose
existence focuses
on
constant
unremitting warfare!

Bill Wechter

C;Jpt<Jin Dilve Daley, public relations officer and H-3
instructor pilot, demonstrates one of the methods
of •.rescue used by the Aerospace Rescue and
Recovery Service.
Members of the 1550th Aircrew Training and Test
Wing pr<Jctice their skills

You've burned the midnight oil and cracked
more books than you care to remember. The
work is done. The papers are in. So now
you take a refresher course. The subject: ice
cold Dos Equis beer. The Uncommon Import.
Study a frosty glass. You'll learn it has a

·~·-·····

.

rich, amber color unlike any beer. Now test
that big, bold flavor, You've got to admit,
Dos E<juis is in a class all by itself.

Like the Aerospace Rescue and
Recovery Service, a civilian
organization based at the
Albuquerque International Airport
also focuses its attention on medical
transport.
This organization is called the
Southwest Medical Air Transport.
Although it .serves the entire
country, 90 percent of its flights are
transports from the rural areas of
New Mexico.
"We can have an air ambulance
ready for lligbt within 20 minutes
of receiving a call," said Mike
Shannon,
SMAT's
medical
coordinator.
There are II emergency medical
personnel working for SMAT, all
of whom are either paramedics with
a minimum of 480 hours of training
and advanced cardiac life support
certificates or registered nurses with
a minimum of one year's experience
in a critical care area within the last
two years.
However, SMA T is a new and
privately-owned company, and
therefore is experiencing financial
trouble.
"We are the only private air
ambulance company in the country
which does not ask the patient to
have cash up front before transport," Shannon said.
SMAT bas received no state or
federal monetary aid and the
owners have accumulated more
than $25,000 in personal loans for
the company.
Shannon said that be was a little
disturbed that Angelfire, a
recreational area near Taos, New
Mexico, can receive $1.55 million in
federal aid for a ski lift while
SMAT receives nothing.
Captain Dave Daley of the
Aerospace Rescue and Recovery
Service at Kirtland Air Force Base,
said that although Kirtland has the
capability to conduct such medical
transports, it does ·not wish to
interfere with civilian rescue or
transport services.

"If DEAD BIRDS helps rnodern men
reconsider sucn questions, it will
have made a major contribution." - Em~st Callenbach,
FILM QUARTERLY

df,L-Uve!

You'll be as rod•om as your speCta! day rn o !ovE>!y bndci creo
I!On from the Empr(.'O!.S- Shop
For over thirty yeors more
b11des hove round our ex
quJsltP. gown~ ro be JUSt
whmtheyve hod 1n m1nd

We also offer fosh1ons for
bndesmo1ds flower g1rls

and the mot~r of the bnde
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(Top) A gunshot victim is loaded into SMA T's air ambulance <Jt Roswell airport. (Center) In flight SMA Tparamedic David Molinar inspects the patients x-mys. (Bottom) Upon arriving at Albuquerque Airport the patient is
tmnsported to Albuquerque Ambulance and the advanced medical
facilities of Albuquerque.

MOVIES

. '·

Thu;sday
1 p.m.- Four Daughters (14)
2:30p.m. - The Comedians {7)
7 p.m. - Judge Horton and the
S:ottsboro Boys (14)
7 p.m.- Tbe Killers (23)
· 8 p.m. -Mickey Spillane's Margin
for Murder (!3)
9:30p.m.- De padre desconocido
(48)
II p.m • ...,.. The Last Shot You Hear
(14)

11:30 p.m.- The Naked City (14)
11:35 p.m. - Moonshine County
Express ( 13)
I a.m. - A Minute to Pray, a
Second to Die (7)
I :30 a.m. Mysteries from
Beyond the Triangle (4)

Saturday
10:30 a.m. - Pato de palo (48)
11 a.m.- Dive Bomber (14)
Noon- Stella Dallas (4)
I p.rn.- Who's Minding the Mint?
(23}
I :30 p.m. -China Clipper (14)
3
p.m. -What Did You Do in the
Friday
War, Daddy? (23)
I p.m.- The Vatican Affair(l4)
S p.m. - Musica, espuelas y amor
2:30p.m. -The Comedians (7)
(48)
7 p.m. - The Counterfeit Traitor
7 p.m. -•The Blue Dahlia (5)
(14)
7 p.m.- the Valachi Papers (14)
7 p.m.- Some Like it Hot (23)
8 p.m. - The Day the Loving 8 p.m. - The Great Arnerican
Traffic Jarn (4)
Stopped (7)
·
9:30 p.m. - Con licencia para 8:45 p.m. -Angel on My Shoulder
(5)
matar (48)

J
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continued from R-2

Where can I go if I want excuses for
class absences?
(Your) Physician or Faculty
Members Involved or Dean of
Students Office, Mesa Vista Hall
1129, 277-3361.

Students - $1.00
Others - $2.00

t]jCMany,'-kfoods

-Balloons--Albuquerque is considered the best
in the entire world, however, winds
and turbulence forced postponement of some of the fiesta
events this year.
Winds that are 10 mph or more
make it difficult to launch a balloon
and repairs generally are necessary
if a balloon is flown in such air
currents. Additionally, a balloon
can be dragged across the ground or
driven into a pole by wind, also
necessitating repair work. Although
a balloon is not as fragile as it
looks, the polyester or nylon envelope, coated with polyurethane,
is subject to tears. Baskets may also
need repair work, the type of
repairs depending on whether the
gondola is wicker, aluminum or
heavy duty synthetic material.
Persons interested in acquiring a
balloon, or simply looking at the
crafts available, may talk to persons at either Southwestern Balloon
Adventures or World Balloon
Corporation. Both firrns arc part of
the network of 16 distributors for
Raven Hot Air Sport Balloons,
whose factory is located in Sioux
Falls, South Dakota.

SUB Theatre

I0 p.m. -The Bounty Man (23)
10:30 p.m.- to beannounced(1)
10:30 p.m.- The Sicilian Clan (14)
II :15 p.m. ~Things FaU Apart (5)
12:30 a.m. -Wait Until Dark (13)
I a.m.- The Lost Years (4)
Sunday
II a.m. - Run Silent, Run Deep
(23)
11:30 a.m. -Strike Me Pink (4)
Noon- The Canterville Ghost (14)
I p.m. - The Joker is Wild (23)
3 p.rn.- Poppy (23)
7 p.m.- Elephant Walk (14)
7 p.rn.- Duck Soup (23)
8 p.m.- Nashville Grab (4)
10 p.m.·- Angel on My Shoulder
(5)

10 p.m.-· Casino Royale (23)
10:30 p.rn.- Kotch (7)
II :30 p.m. -March or Die (4)
12:30 a.rn.- The Big Bounce (13)
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-Guide-Monday
1 p.m.- You Came Along (14)
2:30p.m.- Crossfire (7)
Only When I Laugh
7 p.m.- Little Women (14)
7 p.m. -All Quiet on the Western
Terri Jenkins
Front (23)
8 p.m. - More American Graffiti
Neil Simon has re-worked his play, The Gingerbread Lady into the film,
(4)
Only
When l Laugh. Simon, who wrote B!lrefoot in the Park, The Odd
8 p.m. - Jacqueline Susann's
Couple
and many other works has a quiet hit with his latest creation.
Valley of the Dolls 1981 (13)
It will be a quiet hit movie, because Marsha Mason's portrayal of
9:30p.m.- El tiempo verde (48)
alcoholism strikes close to many (too many) memories. No one will take
11 p.m. - Five Against the House
Aunt Lee or Uncle Mike to see the tilm as a lecture on the evils of drink,
( 14)
because that is not what occurs in the movie. Aunt Lee and Uncle Mike will
be left at home, to their customary liquid evening, while the rest of the
Tuesday
family sits in a darkened movie theater, nodding and flinching at the
1 p.m. - Miss Sadie Thompson familiar dialogue.
(14)
Marsha Mason opens the film looking like she has indeed just spent 12
2:30 p.m. - The Impossible Years weeks "drying out" as Georgia Hines. Her treatment for alcoholism has
(7)
cost her $6000 and a three-month stay in an institution. She seems bitter
7 p.m. -The Day the Women Got and brittle, unable to face her past losses due to alcoholism- a marriage,
E!ven (4)
a daughter, a lover, a career - instead concentrating on the recent time
7 p.m. Jacqueline Susann's and money losses demanded for a cure.
Valley of the Dolls 1981 (13)
Her banter with Toby (Joan Hacket), her best female friend who
7 p.m.- Mrs. Miniver (14)
"majored in Beautiful" at Michigan State, is swift and catty, maudlin and
9:30p.m.- La gran aventura (48)
self-pitying. It is a shock to the viewer, being abruptly thrust at the
11 p.m.- On Borrowed Time (14) audience ... and then the reali~ation forms that these two women are
indeed good friends. They are sniping at each other in the same manner
Wedncsd:ty
two male friends punch each other, that veneer of not caring deeply used to
I p.m.- Tennessee Johnson (14)
preserve individuality.
2:30p.m.- Go AskAiice(7)
The entrance of James Coco as Jimmy, a gay, unsuccessful actor who
7 p.m.- To Catch a Thief (14)
forms the third angle of the triumvirate, is marred by a petty little scene
8 p.m. - Friendships, Secrets and with a grocery delivery boy. Instead .of e~tablis~in¥ sympathy ~or Jimmy,
Lies (4)
\~hom the entire world seems to. dehght m peno~1cally ~ufl!pmg on, the
8 p.m. - A Few Days in Weasel
v1ewer breathes a prayer of gratitude for not havmg to hve m New York
Creek (13)
City. In spite of this distraction, however, Jimmy is terrific. Mo~t .of the
9:30p.m.- El candida to (48)
11 p.m.- The Lineup (14)
11:35 p.m.- Blue Sunshine(l3)
SPORTS
Thursday
6 p.m.- American League
Friday
6 p.m.- National League

worn-out .cliches regarding homosexu&lity are ignored, and Coco's portrayal emerges as a finished human being, who is sympathetic, harsh,
overbearing and a friend.
Georgia and Toby need Jimmy as a surface off which to bounce witticisms, with which to quarrel and reconcile, to whom to swear devotion
and at whom to snarl. Kristy McNichols, as Polly, Georgia's 16-year-old
da11ghter, is sometimes ·on the edge of this triangle, sometimes providing
the pivot point.
The center premise of the:: movie is Polly's decision to live with her
mother, in spite of her mother's insistence that she isn't ready to assume
full-time motherhood. Polly has decided to quit living with her father and
stepmother and try to recapture six years of idealized mothering, a debt she
feels her mother must pay. But, "I haven't even unpacked my eyelashes,"
Georgia tells Polly, regarding her future plans. The tension, predictably,
build~ itself in layers between Georgia and Polly, between Georgia as
actre~s and Georgia as mother, between Polly as smart-mouthed teenager
and Polly as reassurance-seeking child. Indeed, the focus of the film is the
interplay between the two characters. Aside from Toby and Jimmy, all of
the other characters tend to_act and react on the periphery. Even David,
Georgia's former lover, is a decorative adjunct to the mother-daughter
duel-coalition being explored,
Simon has been noted for injecting a bit of autobiographical material
into his plays and screenplays. In a masterful, ironic "deja vu" sequence,
Georgia is confronted by David with a play in which he w<~.nts Georgia to
portray her former abusive, alcoholic self. And Marsha Mason, Neil
Simon's wife, isn't sure she can self-disclose so much, so painfully, to an
audience. Yes, Shakespeare perhaps used it first, a play within a play. But
here, Simon's audience is in on the joke, and with collective tongue in
cheek thoroughly enjoys the super-impositon.
There are funny moments: two college students intent on picking up
Polly and her mother; the wretched woe of Jimmy as he loses yet another
TV acting job; the complacent self-absorption of Toby's Total Beauty
projection. But this film is not a comedy. Nor is it a tragedy, Its ending is
not the typical Hollywood "happily ever after" ending so familiar to
audiences. Instead, it is two people resolving things as humanly and as
awkwardly as things happen in reality.
This film will probably not win many awards. Its bitter, witty dialogue in
the first half crumbles as Georgia herself crumbles, leaving the characters
speaking like ordinary people. This is a disappointment to Simon fans who
marvel at his exquisitely crafted conversations. But Only When l Laugh
will be remembered by movie-goers. Look for it to join Ray Milland'sLosl
Weekend as a classic.

nm~©©W~--------------~

Snturday
9:30 a.m. -This Week in Baseball
(23)
10 a.m. NFL Review and
Preview (23)
Noon - Wide World of Sports (7)
Noon- Football (14)
12:30 p.m.- Lucha Libre (48)
I :30 p.m. - College Football PreGame Show {7)
I :30 p.m. - Futbol (48)
1:50 p.m. - College Football (7)
2 p.m.- Sportsworld (4)
2:30 p.m. - CBS Sports Saturday
(13)

3:30 p.m. E!sta Semana en
Beisbol (48)
6:30 p.m. Dallas Cowboys
Weekly (14)
8 p.m.- Boxeo (48)
10 p.m. -Tom Landry: Football
(14)
Sunday
10 a.m.- wrestling (7)
10:30 a.m.- NFL Today (13)
11 a.m. - NFL Football: Eagles
vs. Vikings (13)
II a.m.- College Football'S! (7)
1:30p.m.- NFL '81 (4)
2 p.m. - NFL Football: Broncos
vs. Chiefs (4)
2 p.m. - NFL Football: Buccaneers vs. Raiders (13)
·
2 p.m.- Round Ceto (48)
6 p.m. - NFL Football: Rams lis.
Cowboys (7)
Monday
6 p.m. - University of Texas
Football Highlights (14)
7 p.m. - NFL Football: Bears vs.
Lions (7)
Tuesday
6 p.m. - World Series (7)
Wednesday
6 p.m.~ World Series (7)

Edilor 's Note:
IN FOCUS is a weekly article which explores a personality at
UNM, whether it be a group or an indiv(dual. II pertains in some
way to entertainment. Submissions or ideas for IN FOCUS will be
graciously accepted. Send submissions to IN FOCUS, Recreation
101, University of New Mexico, P.O. Box 20, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87131.

Next, Holmer and his team went to Fairchild Air Force Base in
Washington for survival training. He said that it would not have
been too bad except that it was during the winter.

Lastly, Holmer returned to Kirtland Air Force Base, the center for
training men in combat rescue.
He said that he remained there for about six months.
The first phase at Kirtland was the medical phase which lasted
about eight hours a day for five or six days a week.
Robert Sanchez
"We were taught to do more than paramedics," he said, "because
we had to keep a guy alive until we could get him to help."
Pararescue men.
The second phase was aerial operations in the helicopters.
Like the Army's Green Berets or the Navy's SEALS, the Air
"We did a lot of jumping for accuracy," he said, "especially at
Force's pararescue men have earned a name of courage and strength night. The best time to go into an enemy area is under the cover of
that demands respect.
night."
A member of the Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps,
The third phase consisted Of survival and mountain rescue. He
David Holmer was such a pararescue crewmember for three-and-asaid this especially centered ('.:1 camoflauge, infiltration and exhalf years.
He said that be gave up "the best jpb in the world" to pursue a filtration and extensive training with a map and compass "because
when you land after a jump in enemy territory, you have to be able
dream of his, flying an F-16 in combat,
Holmer joined the Air Force after he graduated from high school to find yourself on a map."
He added that safety was always stressed.
in California. He was stationed at Kirtland Air Force Base in
After his work at Kirtland, Holmer was assigned to Egland Air
Albuquerque where he worked at the base hospital.
While there, he was able to talk to pararescue men training at Force Base where he said he got a lot of good deployment. For
Kirtland. He said that be became very interested in their work, so he example, he said he was sent down to Nicaragua when the trouble
took the exams and physicals and passed. He was allowed to start the started there a couple of years ago to evacuate the u:s. Embassy if it
extensive training that the pararescue men must receive.
was threatened.
He added that he has also been all over the world in "duck but"
First he went to Lackland Air Force Base in Texas.
"It was a pipeline selection process," he said. "Our class started missions escorting fighters in case one of them had trouble and its
with 35 and 10 graduated.''
pilot had to be rescued.
"There are only about.250 pararescue men," Holmer said. "You
He said that the physical training was very extensive. It included
running, swimming and other calisthenics all day, He explained that get to know all of them. You can learn to respect people for knowing
if you did not tnake the running in the time required, you'd be what they've done. You can hate them and you can respect them. I
punished by pushups.
can't say other career fields are like that."
"It was the most challenging thing I've ever done in my life,"
Presently Holmer is taking classes at the University of
Holmer said. "But I felt like I could do anything when I got out of Albuquerque because it is the swiftest way he can get a degree, he
there.''
said, and he needs a degree to become an officer to attend pilot
After eight weeks of physical fitness training, Holmer went to Fort school.
Bennings, Georgia, to an army jump school.
One thing about the pararescue service, Holmer said, is that it has
"The army was a joke,'' he said. "We (his class of 10) were in
such good condition we were constantly showing them up. When a high divorce rate. He said that this was because the crew were
somebody had to drop to do pushups, we (the class of 10) would constantly on temporary duty aboutsix months out of the year. He
drop too, no matter what the guy did."
added that often times the crew members could not tell their wives
After learning to jump he went to Key West in Florida where the what kind of a mission they were going on.
Army Special Forces trains the Green Berets, the Navy SE!ALS and
Holmer said that he is divorced for just that reason.
Holmer
said that his experience as a pararescue crewman gives him an edge
the Air Force pararescue men.
"They worked us really hard," Holmer said." We lost only two over most guys because of his physical fitness, hi~ motivation and his
guys from our team."
ability to adapt to different situations, all qualities which were inHe said that one of the hardest tests they were given was when they creased due to his training with the pararescue service.
"I loved that job," he said. "There is no better job. The money
were taken out about 1500 meters from shore, given a limited
amount of air and a compass, and told the coordinates they must hit was good; the prestige was good; the people were great ..• I really
the beach at. They were not allowed to surface until they hit the miss them. But I want to fly fighters," he said. "I want to fly an Fbeach. Holmer said that a: person was given three chances to pass the 16 or an F-15."
Holmer will be 26 years old in February.
test; if he could not, he was thrown out of the program.

Friday
6 p.m.- World Series (7)

Saturday
.
6:30p.m.- 300 Milliones (48)
Wednesday
7 p.m. _ Bunter and the Hunted

Campus Briefs
Harvard Law School Recruiter Here
A recruiter from Harvard Law School will hold an information
meeting in Room 253 of the SUB today at noon.
Recruiter Jim Anaya will announce admission dates, explain the
admissions process and answer questions.
·
A statement issued by the recruiting coordinator states that
Harvard Law School hopes the meeting will reach Blacks, Chicanos,
Puerto Ricans, Native Americans and women.

Hawaiian Highlights Poetry Series
The Conceptions Sout~west Poetry Series has scheduled a poetry
reading todzy at 8 p.m. in the Humanities Theatre, Humanities
Building.
The readers will be Phylis Thompson, visiting English professor
from the University of Hawaii; Roy Ricci, UNM graduate, and John
Capute, another UNM graduate.
Admission is free.

UNM Booksale Friday and Saturday

Philosophy Lecture Featured Friday
Old Houses of New Mexica and the People Who Built Them is the
topic of a lecture scheduled for Saturday at I :30 p.m.
The talk is sponsored by the New Mexico Genealogical Society
which usually meets the third Saturday of each month at the Special
Collectons Library.

Old House Lecture Set for Saturday
Are We Lost? Who? is the topic of a lecture scheduled for Friday
at 3:30p.m. in the Philosophy Library, fifth floor of the Humanities·
Building.
The speaker will be Archie Bahm, professor emeritus.
The talk is part of a series entitled Fridays Live sponsored by Phi
Sigma Tau, an honor society for philosophy students.
Refreshments are scheduled for 3 p.m. in the Philosophy Lounge,
also on the fifth floor of the Humanities Building.

CONCEPTIONS (\ts··
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UNM Teaches on the Tube;
History and Health Taught
Gretchen Paslay
Instructional Media Service is
programming an educational
channel on cable television.
Primarily an information
channel, the program is "interested
in presenting a positive view of the
university," Dr. Robert Kline,
director .of Instructional Media
Services, said.
The channel currently features a
health class and a history class
through Continuing Education and
information on poison control and
home health hints.
A new feature, entitled Meet
Your Professors, gives a brief
prolile of a UNM professor and

The
Returning
Students
Association is scheduled to have a
homecoming
potluck
lunch
Saturday.The Lobo incorrectly
reported the luncheon was for
students 25 years of age and older.
Students of any age who are interested in joining RSA are invited
to attend. The Lobo regrets the
error.
I

• When your emotions run stronger
than your sense of fair play •• • •
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Correction

Lecture on Panama's Blacks
At Lunchtime Today in SUB
A University of New Mexico Reservations can be made through
history professor will give the Garth Hansen at the Latin
second lecture· in a series of lun- American Institute, 801 Yale NE.
cheon talks sponsored by the UJ'!M
The next speaker in the series will
Latin American Institute.
be Dr. Angela Pelli Sante, Oct. 30
Dr. Michael Conniff will disc~ss at noon in Room 250 of the SUB.
Black P11nam11nians: The Pan11pa She will lecture on Peril's Military
Canal and the West Indian Legdc_v Revolution: /968-75.
at noon today in Room 250 A-B ·of
the New Mexico Union.
More information about the
A catered lunch is available by series is available from Hansen at
. reservation for $3.75 per person. the institute.

Get
out the
lemon

describes the classes the professor
offers.
Broadcasting since mid-August,
the program is still in experimental
stages, Kline said.

•

and
get
your
oody
into
Tecate.
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WIN a FREE
HALLOWEEN BALLOON RIDE
lot jjou and G ftlend from VALE BLOOD PLASmA. Duling the
month of October, new Gnd tegulat donors alike will be
teglstered for the draWing each time JjOIJ donate twice In the
some week! (ffi-F)
uni-sex hair, skin & product centre

"ilh liNM IU. ON AI.L SJmVICES

Free literary readings ·by three authors. Roy Ricci,John
Capute and Phyllis Thompson will read selections of their
work tonight, Oct. 15 at 8:00 p.m. In the Humanities
theatre, Humanities Building, UNM.

The ASUNM Senate voted the Steering Committee.
Wednesday not to , reconsider a
The Sen&te defeated the motion
proposed constitutional amend- to reconsider the proposed
ment limiting the actit-"ities senators amendment by a 5-8 vote with one
may participate in.
abstention.
The amendment, sponsored by
Rogers said she will now start a
senators Kim Rogers and Judy petition drive to get the conflict of
Cooper, was rejected by the interest question before the voters
Steering and Rules Committee in next month's ASUNM elections.
Monday. It prohibited senators About 700 signatures would have to
from serving "in any other branch be collected on petitions for this to
of the ASUNM government or as happen.
officers of ASUNM funded
In other business, Finance
organizations, or as an employee of
Committee Chairman Bob Mat. any on-campus news agency, unless teucci reported the Senate will have
be/ she be appointed a Senate about $23,545 for the rest of the
representative."
semester if ASUNM is successful in
The amendment would have been gaining access to $22,500 in frozen
placed on the Nov. 4 general
KUNM funds.
election ballot.
Matteucci said the Senate
Sen. Judy Nakamura objected to
the reconsideration because the presently has about $39,000 in
issue had aleadv been defeated by appropriation bills yet to consider.

Friends of the UNM Library will sponsor a massive booksal:
Friday from 1 to 8 p.m and Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Proceeds will go for the purchase of new volumes and library services. General admission Friday will be $1.50. Students, UNM
faculty and staff senior citi~ens and members of Friends will be
admitted for $1 . There will be l)O charge Saturday.

20o/o OFF I I I

SPECIALS

Conflict Issue Fails;
Petition Effort Begins

262-1010 or 255-0166
7804 Central S.E.
(betvveell Wyoming & Louisiana I

This coupon Is good lot S3.00 Gnd a chance
In the drawing for fftst time donots.
The LUCKY WINNER will be announced Fri. Oct. 30
Valle/ onljj With cutrent student ot mllltotjj I. D.
Expires Oct. 29, 1981

YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122 YALE SE
L-----------------------------~

Tecate
IMPORTED
BEER
FROM
MEXICO.
BrewM & Pat.kaged tly.
CERVECERIA
HTEMOC. S.A.,
l., Mexico.

.NV INC.,
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Covered

· Cut Your Rent Costs
In Half

Mragon

r
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wt::V Share-A-Roof

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

THE TROPHY CASE
Specializing in recognizing
'I'R011 1ilES

Roommate Finders

All Ages

266·2670

Thursday's Special

All You Can Eat

New Orleans
Style Gumbo
$2.99 while it lasts!
115 Harvard SE
9:00a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

. - -·----·

NATIONAL CHICANO HEALTH
ORGANIZATION
welcomes ail pre-health students to attend
our monthly meeting and potluck dinner.
(for more information call242·7354, alter 6:00p.m.)

Guest Speaker:
Dr. D. Jimenez, DDS
from the Cuba
Health Clinic.
Topic: "Minority
Doctors in
Rural N.M."

Friday, 16th
of Oct.,
7:30p.m. at
1815 Roma N.E.

PARA TODA Ml RAZA HUMANA

THE LAST LECTURE SERIES
pres9ms

Dr. Gary Ness
Assoc. Prof., Health, P. E, and Recreation

"ETHICAL AND EDUCATIONAL
CONSIDERATIONS IN COLLEGE
ATHLETICS"
Monday, October 19

12 noon
UNM Sub Ballroom (North!

~
Dr. F. Chris Garcia
Dean, Arts and Sciences

"RACE RELATIONS IN NEW MEXICO:
PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE"
Monday. Octobet 26
12 noon
UNM Sub Ballroom IN.orth)

~·
Dr. Frank Szasz
Assoc Prof., History

"KNOWLEDGE VS. WISDOM:
THE PERENNIAL PARADOX''
Monday, November 2
12 noon
UNM Sub Ballroom (Nonhl

ThP LAST LECfLIREs·· art: a set~t>S •r -whH:;t- pro....,,"en~ U·"IIVers•!J 'tacvlt\ tl'l'\d Staff Wrll
be talk,hg as d the;. weu> g1Yr"lg thP t.asl lf>Ct'.Jre b 1 the1" life Brmg yo!lr lunch/
SPO"f>Ored by

LAS LOMAS CAMPUS MiNISTRIES

Sports

Arts

AS'"'"'FRf( DAY TIME ACTIVITIES

Painters Talk Symbolic Evocation
Ray Abeyta
The following interview took
place, about three weeks ago in the
downtown studio . of painter
Belisario Contreras. It was getting
past 10 in the morning and I'd yet
to have had my first cup of coffee.
It was a beautiful morning
however, and downtown was
hustling with traffic and people, I
was given an address to the 100
block of sixth street, and after
pacing the sidewalk looking for the
numbers that corresponded to my
crumpled piece of paper, I climbed
up a flight of steel st!)irs and peeked
into the door at the top. Well, this
was the place, and what a place it
was, tucked into the second floor of
an
inconspicuous two-story
building, surrounded by sixth street
and almost garden-like back alleys.
There was the smell of paint and
exaust fumes mixed with the thick
sunlight that poured in through the
numerous windows that lit .the
elongated one-room studio. Places
like this ahvays reassert my reasons
for living in Albuquerque.
The publication of this interview
coincides with a three-person
exhibition of paintings that are
being shown at the Taos Man
Gallery in Old Town (323 Romero
N.W.). Artists Dan Godfrey, Bill
Rane and Belisario Contreras are
three local artists who hav~ made
Albuquerque their home f01 many
years. This was the first time I had
met any of them, although their
faces and their work were familiar
tome.
Ray Abeyta - The thing that
interested me about doing this
interview with you guys was the fact
that, as things go in Albuquerque,
I've seen all of you around for as
long as I've been here, and I'm
familiar with the Work you've been
doing. Another thing is that my
world is all connected up with the
University community, and I'm
curious about you three as artists,
working out of a world that's
functioning outside of academia.
Basically it's that you're this
group of people who are working
here and it's something that's very
different from what's going on at
the University. All the same I think
it applies in that the outside
community is just as vital to a
learning experience. And a lot of
people are'nt aware of what's going
on with the art scene outside of the

u.

Bill Rane- Well, the three of us
got together to do this show
because we share certain ideas
about painting,
Dan Godfrey - I don't think
that a lot of people do know about
our work, nobody knows about
these new paintings of mine. I'm
better known for my figurative
work, and this new series of things
tends toward the metaphysical.
R.A. Well, I'd heard
something about a book you were
doing a year or so ago.
D.O. Yes, that was a
childrens' book, no relationship to
the work in this show really. The
new work in the show was inspired
by what Bill does and things that
have come out of our conversations.
B.R. I think if we have
anything in common' it's paint.
'I'herc's a lot of new media these

days, which is all very fine and
good, but we're all old timers in
paint. We look at phipped paint on
doorways, paintings. We all come
out of Abstract Expressionism. and
what attracted us to that was the
idea of the subject matter coming
out of the paint itself. Bel, I think,
paints until he sees something
looking back at him, he goes in. and
gets it by the ears and moves it this
way and that way, and I do that
.too. Dan is the same; we talk about
paint. I think most of the
philosophies of art should be more
about the paint; when you talk
about Cubism or Abstract
Expressionism
it's all about
existentialism or fractured society,
but the truth of the matter is that
this is the way paint slips. You can't
take .up a pallette knife or play with
paint without being a cubist in one
corner of your painting, and
something else in another corner.
I think in the University now
people are validly playing with all
kinds of new media, but paint is
also still valid,_ and I've always
painted. This show, for me, is
about a life time affair with paint
- occassionaly a woman - but I
feel more secure with paini.
D. G. - I was interested in doing
this show because Bill and Bel and
myself would meet frequently at the
Frontier Restaurant and the Central
Torta when it was open, and I love
both of their ways of painting. We
all three paint differently, but we all
three paint symbolically; we paint
about life, and we share a lot on an
intimate frienship level and it comes.
out in our paintings. It's a
philosophy that comes from,
meeting people and talking to other·
painters.
I first started painting when I was
a student at UNM, and that was the
first time I'd ever gotten anything
meaningful out of what it means to
paint. I got the chance to go to New
York and hang out with some of the
Abstract Expressionists. I would go
to the De Kooning's studios, hang
out in the jazz clubs and at that
point I got to see what painting was
really all about.
The thing about New Mexico is
that it's a place where people come
to retire. It's a wonderful place to
work, but as far as art and the
awareness of it, it's really just a
business. There's a wide spectrum
of taste in the East Coast that
doesn't exist here.
R.A. - Well, the thing about
Albuquerque, or maybe Santa Fe is
more applicable, is that while there
is a strong sense of the business side
of art there, there's also an
audience for what's sold. It's a lot
more broadly based and more
accepting, whereas Albuquerque is
a case for cultivating the audience.
It's not necessarily a matter of
getting people to buy the work as
much as it is to get the work out and
get the people aware of the vital arts
community that does exist here.
B.R. - Well, this is a real town
here. r mean there's a street life
here. Santa Fe is a place where
people pass through to shop and
spend money; it has an art
reputation.
The Tortll for me was an attempt
to, well, I come from the old coffee
house area in San Francisco and
thilt kind of thing generates ex•
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Wt.th a splash .of water, creatures
awaken from their cryptobiotic
repose.
.
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change, and Albuquerque needs
that.
D.O. - We were talking about
things of the past, that there's
nothing really new, and there was
something you said, I forget what it
was, but it had something to with
the painting is dead issue.
B.R. - Well, it probably had.
something to do with my own
work , .. you need your past as
well as your future.
R.A. - Well, the thing that
bothers me about the notion that
paintinl! is dead is that you can
apply the argument to any form of
expression, one could say that
language is dead. I mean basically
people have established these things
as traditions, and goes way back to
the cave paintings at Alta Mira. It's
there and you'll never get rid of it;
it doesn't matter how many video
tapes, films or multi-track
recordings you do, the fact is is that
painting will always be a valid
means of expression.
B.R. - Painting's not dead; it's
not really .much a part of this
culture. Painting now seems to be
real faddish and what is selling
commercially right now is the love
affair with cowboys and indians,
which most of us had when we were
twelve. And in painting, I'm here to
fight cow !Joys myself, l'llleave the
indians alone. It's art as a story:
here's a cowboy roping a critter,
here's a bear killing a bull elk.
Paintings are kind of inner stuff
just the opposite of stories.
R.A. - Well, the title of your
show is "Symbolic Evocations."
Where does symbolism come in?
Be/isario Contreras - Well, I
think I relate a lot to myth, but also
to ritual. It's like this movie I saw in
which the main character, after a
wonderful drunken night, gets ilp
and leaves his room, and all of a
sudden he seems electrified. He's
looking at this wall; he goes up to it
and it's almost like an altar. There's
this step at the base, and he caresses
this wall. But the whole thing is that
here's something that's not born,
and he brings meaning to its surface.
B. R. - I think that symbols are
more important than people realize;
they're not just passive things. It's
like what you choose is what you
get. If you choose a coat of arms,
you get war. If you pick the muse or
the ideal woman, you're going to
find yourself in love. It's
postulated, strived for and that's
what 1 think painters do: paint like
hell to make it real.
it's a whole process of doing it and
doing it, and as soon you're
through, it's gone.
B.C. -The creative spirit is like
the myth of Orpheus, where he was
destroyed but reborn, and he's the
sun that rises everyday.
B.R. - I was looking for the
female in myself, trying to tackle
that one with paint, got really deep _
into it. Well, I found her, but she
rejected me. So it was get your bat
and your spurs your silly ass and get
out there ..yhere you belong.
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PreoMed Proresslons Club - He~ Norch Campus .. , why cut that proc:csml food when yoli cafi have
n home-made burrito? Stlpport thenris: buy a burrito
ror a very· spctial arts rcsliVai, only $1, Tlttirsd:ly
from,I110 I p.m.
Amulcan Mltrkellng Association ........ The Af\iA will
ho.~tthl! Competitive· Edge Advertising AScncywhich
will give a fHnt prcscttlnilon on odYcttiSin~t In tlic nolo
Industry, and tliscussion about job Oppurumitil!s in
marketing. Titc meeting will take place In ASM 122 at
7:30 p.m.lhhii'htlr5dny.
Alphu Phi Onie~t,U ....... Mccthig 1'hursdny uf 7!JO

p.m. in room 231-C of the SUB. AU lntcrcstctl

rmons ntc welcome. ·

Natlonnl Chitnno l-lelihb Or~lnlutlnn "Miitorlty Do~tou in ~tuill New Mexico" ti lec-ture
by Dr. D. jjmenczi b,b.S.,__from the Cuba .Health
Clinic~ will be l"i"ltlay tit 1815 Rol11a N. E. lind you
tlml't have to brtug rootl. NCHO will also hold n
thccliug <ilid pot·lllcK dinner, ftor iitformntlon call
142·1354 Mlcr 6:00 p.rn.
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MEDAl.S

Pl.AQUES

BU'l"'TNS

RtnBONS

CUSTOM pgSJGN

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE 810 • MAT
GMAT ·OAT· OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT· CPA • TOEFL

3009 Aztec N.E. 884-1114

MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

Di:-a.·ount \'itamins
-close to l'<t!llpu.r.;-

~-HIUIPIAN

Largc:;t st•lt•ction of vi_tamins in
Nc,,., Mcxil·o! come in and

EDUCATIONAL, C~NTER

receive Jt student· dis<.·nunt card
for n 10% diSl·ount on nil purdwscs of vitamins & mincnlls. ~•t

For ml.pr'11ilt1Cm, Ple,150 Caf/:

He<llth Haven
l·rwmlln..,l:-.l(lr!-lu ln1111

1307 San Maleo NE
265-4H30

• Callthe :
:specialists:

Ed Mucsham

The Friday Afternoon Club beat the Law School in the championship game of the intramural flag football season when quarterback Jeff Gandy hit Tom Matlock with a touchdown pass late in the second
half for a come-from-behind 13-7victory. The 1981 champions .are UNM dorm residents .

Insure your car with the •
• company you can depend
• on and enjoy these great •
.
•
• benefits:

Tour of Albuquerque Marathon
Will Circle UNM Campus Sunday
Runners in the 12th annual Tour bike. path which they'll follow to monitor ten aid stations;- which are
of Albuquerque Marathon Sunday the UNM campus,
placed at intervals along the course.
morning will circle the university
After running around the ' All runners who complete the
area in the middle of the 26.2 mile campus, the competitors will race race in under five hours will get tfootrace.
west on Grand Avenue to the shirts, and awards will be presented
The race, sponsored by the New downtown area, and southwest to to the top three finishers for men
Mexico Track Club, will begin at 7 the bike path which parallels Rio and women in six age groups: upa.m. at Los Altos Park in the NE Grande River, near Kit Carson to·19, 20's, 30's, 40's, SO's and
over-60.
Heights, with more than 115 Park.
runners. Entries are $4 each, and
That path
take them
SanwillGabriel
Parknorth
to
may be su1;>!)1itted at G~rdenswartz throilgh
Spartz, 4410 Menaul NE, or Sun Candelaria Blvd., where they'll
Sports, 9500 Montgomery Blvd, turn around and run back to the
finish linein San Gabriel Park.
NE, or at the starting line Sunday.
Among the entries are AI Waquie
The race will follow a new route
of
Jemez Pueblo, who recently won
this year, taking the runners on a
grueling Pike's Peak Marathon
the
literal tour of the city. They'll run
in
Colorado
Springs, and is a past
west on Lomas Blvd, from Los
winner
(1979)
of the Tour of
Altos Park to Pennsylvania Street,
Albuquerque Marathon.
then north to the Pasco del Norte
Also expected is 59-year-old Bob
Poppe of Aurora, Colorado, a
runner who has finished
Korfballers Hold Clinic durable
105 marathon races all over the
southwest.
The UNM Korfball Club
Volunteers are being sought to
presented an exhibition Wednesday help with the race, particularly
at Sandia High School to traffic control. Persons interested
demonstrate rules and techniques to in assisting during the race should
both SHS students and faculty contact the president of the New
members.
Mexico Track Club, Richard
The school is starting a korfball Woodruff, at 255-2I62.
program in its physical education
NMTC will provide escort
program and scheduled a school- cyclists leading and trailing the field
wide assembly for the UNM club's for the entire race, and the
instructional session.
Chaparral Girl Scout Council will

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Lowdown
payments
• Money-saving
deductibles
• Affordable payment plans
• Coun~de
claim service

•
•
•
•
•'
•
•

•
:
Call or visit today for •
•
a free ratequotatior_
.•
.
•
2 6 5_5 6 9 5
•
1611 Carlisle Blvd. SE
•
: c(Crarilitesle
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Test Prepilra11on Special!!.ts

Since 1938

265·2~24'

Class starts
Oct. 24
Enroll now!

TROUBLE
WITH YOUR
HALLOWEEN
COSTUmE?
Let the nice folks at
FOOL'S PARADISE
costume you.
masks, make-up, Wigs,
Costume accessotles,
and mote ••.
the Witching Houtls Neat

ffiontgomety

Plaza
883-1587

m-F • 10-9
Sat. • 10-6
Sun. • 12-5
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Bowl Watchingfor WAC Foe
The business of selecting an opponent for the 1981 Western Athletic
Conference football champion at the Holiday Bowl has begun.
The December 18 bowl game in San Diego will match the WAC
champion with an opponent to be named.
. This is the fourth year for the Holiday Bowl, and in each ~f the first
three years, Brigham Young has represented the conference agamst Navy,
Indiana and Southern Methodist. The last two Holiday Bowl games have
.
.
been decided by a total of two points. .
Although the season is not quite half over, the bowl committee began
scouting potential opponents this month. Ticket applications for the ,1981
Holiday Bowl are available at by writing to PO Box 20558A, San D1ego,
CA92120.
.
Brigham Young is favored to be the host team for the fourth year i~ a
row, with Hawaii, San Diego and Utah still without a league loss while
New Mexico and Wyoming each have only one conference defeat.
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Work in
Sunny
California
overlooking
the blue
Pacific.

Relax on the Beaches, In nearby Mountains and Desert.
Civilian career opportunities with the u.s. Navy
• ELECTRONICS
• AEROSPACE
• ELECTRICAL
• CIVIL
• MECHANICAL
• SOFTWARE
Responsibilities include design development, test evaluation and operation o1 Naval missile systems.

QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS:
BS Degree in Engineering
U.S. Citizenship
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS;

Fri., October 23

Contact your Campus Placement Office now.

For advanced Information call
Bob Valles toll free (800) 235-5967.

PACIFIC MISSILE
TEST CENTER
Point Mugu, California
Loc:oted in Ventura County 55 miles
North of Los Angeles

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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2. Lost& Found

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
Deadline 12:00 noon for next day's edition,
Open 8:00a.m. until5:00 Mon. thru. Fri.
In Marron Hall }loom 131 or by mail to
UNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87131.
Hates: 17~ per word or uc per word per day
if ad is run five or more consecutive days.
p,,,• .otldb,
.
Lo<;t ft fcnmd. Snfvlq'!i, H(JUSIIl!J. For Salo, Employment, Travel. Mu;cellanuous.l;:Js Noucias.

LOST; WIRE-FRAI\fEI) SUNGLASSES. Thurs.,
10/8/81, In E.D IQI or UIO too. Please call Patti, 2774121 or 242·2nO. Reward,
10/.15
LOST: LADlE'S PARK purple corduroy blazer, tan
suede elbows. If found, please call 242'8625, Sen·
timcntal value. Reward.
10/21
t'OUNU: MEN'S TIMtl' digital watch. Black band,
bh1e face, in K~pp~ Kappa Gamma par~ing lot.
Claim at 131 Murron Hall.
10/19
FOUND: PAIR OF SUNGLASSES, black wire
frames. Claim at Marron Ball, Room 131.
10/19
C.J,. Lal'ortco COME to Marron Hall Room 131 to
~lalm your I.D,
10/.16
t'OUNU AT DUCKI'ONU ·one key on key ring with
small wrench.
10/15
REWARm FEMALE HUSKY cross. Tan, wnite, red
collar. Montana tags. 256·7306,
10/15
(:J,AIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Polic~
B:OO a.m. to4:00 p.m. dally.
tin

3. Services
GUITAII LESSONS: AtL styles. Marc's Ouitar
tfn
Studio. 265·33)5.
1'YPING - STUDENT/BUSINESS work, including
statistici11/te~hnical.
Reasonable,
ex.pericnced,
competent. 296·6299.
10/26
PROF.ESSIONAL TYPING BY English MAl editor,
Vast ~xperiei1ce with dissertation$, paper~. ·Editing

Enci?Sed Ple<JS• Fmd $

1. Personals
FINANCIAL A.m AND gmnts for students Is here.
I0/2u
Information corning, Oct, 21.
ACCURATii INFORMATION ABOUT con·
trnccption, sterilization. abortion. Right to Choose.
294-0171.
tfn
PIIEGNANCY TESTING & COUNSELING. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
l'ASSI'OHT ANU mENTit'ICATION photos. 3 for
$6.00!! Lowc~t prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near
UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to 1717 Olrnrd Blvd.
N.E.
tfn
CIIIN.F.SE nm·n;-r. Cllt:AP All you can eat. Lunch
$3.00, supper $4.50, Sunday Drunch 53.00. Jao-Jao's
!'lace, 5000 Central Ave, S.E.
tfn
CONTACTS-l'OUSIUNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west orwasbington.
tfn
WE HOT I)ISTRIDUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Oreenwich Village (!..ennon styles), gold
rimless. S$4.50 (regular S6S.OO), Pay Less Opticians,
5001 Mcnaul N.E., across from La Ddles.
lin
CARt: AIIOUT ART7 Conceptions Southwest,
UNM's line arts/literary publication, can't e>ist
without your support. Duy 1981 Issue S4 in Marron
Hall, Room 131, UNM Bookstore, Student
llookstorc, ASA Callery, Fine Arts Museum, Living
Uatch. Bacll issues available St in Marron Hall,
Rooml31.
tfn
WRITEIIS· CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST is now
accepting literary submissions for its spring 1982
issue. Urlng poett)l, fiction, non-fiction, plays, etc. to
Marron Hall, Room Ill. All submission! must be
typed and have narne, address, phone on each piece.
Enclose self-addressed stamped envelope If you wish
to ha\·c your work returned. UNM students, faculty,
staff and alumni only. Deadline Dec. 4. No more than
five pieces per writer please.
tfn
UNICORN CUPS, CARDS, calendars, books,
posters, and necklaces. Rainbow Place, 555 Wyoming
NE, Mon·Sat,. 9-6, 2S5-5222.
10/15
STUUENTS BECOME EUUCATID Read. "The
Helhsh Dictionary". For use by devilish people, On
sale at UNM Bookstore and Ncwsland on Central.
Only S2.9S.
10/16
WANTEU: ONt: BASS violin for bluegrass beginner.
29a·OS46 F'aul.
I0/16
AilE VOl' LOOKING for Radical Christian
hllow~hit'? Come tot h~ Maranatha Chrilthln Center

1806 Slgn1a ChiNE>. Sundays 7PM also Bible Studies
SUD Tues. and Thurs. l J.ipm Rm231-D. 247·9999.
10/16
ROLLING THUNUEII: THE coming earth changes.
lly J.H. Jochmans. Now available at Uvlng Batch
10/23
Bookstore.
SKYI)(VING JUMP CLASS Saturday Oct, 17, Oct
details at Skydiving Club meeting, Thursday Oct. IS
6:00pm Rm, 231 E SUR or call 2714885. Truly, an
10116
unforgettable experience.
CIIII,UCARE IN OUR home, Experienced: All ages.
Personal aucntion, Oexibie hours. MecicaVLaw
School area • e>cellent neighborhood! 255-7662.
10/19
HINGF.-EATING, WEIGHT, ALCOHOL Problems.
256·15S3.
10/19
ROBERT LYNCH WILL pay SS.OO each for the two
best essays on the purpose of ASUNM and how it can
be improved. For details caii277·5S28, 884-8157.
10/20
ROLLER SKATE SALE. Ooing ou of business we
quit you win. Dealr.r costs on new skates and
equipment. Fantastic values on used skates. Hurry,
Roadrunner fun. 2214 Central S.E. across from
UNM, Open weekdays. 3·9 p.m., weekends 10-10,
10/20
NEEU TWO PAT llenatar tickets, Willing to
negotiate. Call 898·8400.
10120
S.E. THE GIRL in your picture Is one lucky lady to
hvesomeone care so much as you. Wish I were. her•
10/16
DARLIN' • "I'LL NEVER forget last night.'' Don't
forget about the massage--Interest Duel !--yours,
P.S. - Red ""ine and french bread go great with
spaghetti! I
•
/?liS
PRECIOUS R. - HAPPY 19th. All things come to
those who wait. During this pause cherish your
unicorns, and may all your quests be triumphant.
Enchantingly yours, R.
lOllS
NEDS AND KZZX invite you to crash a Kamikaze
party tonight at Ned's. Enter the absolute worst
contest ever. 99 cent kamikaze drinks and music by
the Planets.
lOllS
LIBERTARIAN SUPPER CLUB meets Wednesday,
<ktober:n. Publidrtvited. 344-7230.
10/21
BICYCLES WANTED GOOD 10 spd's, 21" frame
preferred. Also 19" mi~Ie. Call Bill 294-4730,
evenings. ·
10!15
SIGMA CHI PLEUGES- • Congratulations on the
seventhCO!IIealtlve chariot racewin1 (copy that! !),
lOllS
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4. Housing
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment. $180/mo.,
all utilities paid. Air conditioned, swimming pool,
laundcy facilities. For more lnformajion contact
resident manager, 1410 Olrard NE, 266-8392, 255·
6256, or898·7517.
tfn
THE CITADEL-SUPERB lo.:ation near UNM and
downtown. Bus service evecy30 minutes. I bedroom
or elficicncy, from 520$. All utflitics paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundt)l. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
ENORMOUS, QUIET, TWO.BEUROOM furnished
townhouse apt., fireplacc,9 ft. closets, S350, utilities
paid, no pets, children, 247·8724,
tfn

Hot Tubs

1
1 slice of pepperoni
I
1 and a dinner salad1 for0 $1.56 I
I

available. 266,9550.
10/27
A.-I TYPIST· TERM PAPERS, Resumes 299,8970.
10/30
CALL 243·3585 ANYTIME for inexpensive foreign
language tutoring or private instruction. Spanish,
French. Mark Frobose, MA languages.
10/16
PROFESSIONAJ, RESUMES 265-9082.
10/19
TYPING - THESIS, I)JSSERTATION, reports,
10/30
statistical, call ANN ITA 299-3781.
TYPING- FAST, ACCURATE, reasonable, 247·
2583.
10/16
'f.CCURATE, EXPERIENCED TYPIST: college
work, resumes, transcribing. 294-0167.
10/30
FORMALLY SEPARATE!) OR CONSIDERING
DIVORCE? Here is legal help most people can af·
ford. You have someone to turn to for guidance in
divorce and separation matters. U neon tested divorce
With property scttlemen~ and children .• $100.00. J.
Carruth S. Legal Clinic. Court costs addilional.
Western Bank.242-2602 for appointment.
10/30
FAST, ACCURATE TYPING, type right. 265-5203.
10/21
TIIINKING ABOUT GRAUUATE school? Up your
LSAT/OMAT scores with us, 26S-2524.
10/22
I'OR LETfER-PEilFECT THESES and dissertations, at reasonable rates, call Aculex, the Word
proecssors,831-3181.
10/15
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CLASSICAL other styles.
867·3158.
10/23
TYPING, 75 CENTS PAGE. 296-4998.
10/22
I'INANCIAL AID AND grants for students Is here.
Information coming Oct. 21.
10!20
READING TUTOR NEEUEU. Call 836·3740,
Connie.
10/19
BEST QUALITY REPA.IRS at reasonable prices.
Harvard.Bike House, 137 Harvard S.E,, 255-SBOS.
10/21
THESES, DISSERTATIONS, PROPOSALS edited.
CST tutoring, Jan Orovcr, 265-6094.
10/15
HOME TYPING SERVICE by retired English
professor. Si>"lllng, grammar, confidentiality
guaranteed. 292-3431,
10/30

for rent by the hour
344-7727

1

J

9arn-11 pm 7 days a week
6519 4th NW
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Please place the following classtfted adverttsement in the New MexTco Datly Lobo
limes(s) beginmng
.
, under the headtng (circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Servtces; 4. Housmg; 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment 7. Travel. 8. Mtscellaneoos

LOOKING t'OR ONE roommate for large three
bedroom hqme. Fireplace, Dishw01her, washer,
dryer. \:lose bike ride to UNM $150 month and onethird Qf utilities. 266-8334.
lOlls
CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMEN'IS, 215 Yale
SEat Lead. Studio apartments .near stores and UNM,
$185mo., free lllilitles, $130 deposit. No children,
Pets, or roommates. See ma.nager at apartment two or
call243-5210, or.S8).5940.
10/15
STUDIO APARTMENT SUB·LE-'SE available
Nov. 1st. Call after 5:30. 8Bl-SI35.
lOllS
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO share two bedroom
apartment. Caii8B4-031S or 294·3744 evenings. 10/16
ONE BLOCK UNM, 4·be~room, 2-bath furnished
10/26
house. 117 Columbia, $450, 268-0525.
VARSITY HOUSE 141 .C()LUMDIA, I bedroom,
furnisl>ed apt. $230.268-0525.
10/26
CtEAN, QUIET, NICELY furnished. One person
small e[ficiency apanmem. No pets, off street
parking. Near Louisiana and Central. $140 with
damage and cleaning deposit. 831-4347. ·
10/19
LA.RGE TWO BEUHOOM duplex, partly furnished,
fireplace, built-In bookcases, hardwood floors, $200,
ncar downtown and bus lines, 243-6017. Prefer grad
10/19
students. No pets, no chfldren.
~·oR IIENT: SMALL cottage; semi-furnished;
fireplace; A/C: near UNM; quiet neighborhood: no
pets; $200/mo .. including utilities; 262-0014. 10120
FEMAI,E TO SHARE pa1tially furnished 3 bedroom
nome .near UNM, Prefer non-tobacco smoker around
30. Flexible, ?erious student. $115/mo, 'n utilities.
Call265·7358, lunchtime and evenings.
10120
UNM MEU LAW area. Immaculate 2 bedroom
home, suitable for I or 2 persons. 3012 Delano N,E.,
$415 month plus utilities. Availableimmediately. 265·
9371.
10/16

5. For Sale
TRS80 COMPUTER, LEVEL I, $400 or best offer,
256-7416, evenings.
10121
CHEVY '71 SW, Michellns. Oood throughout. S650.
277·2600, 268-4155.
10/19
MICOM 1000 WORD processor satellite with fur.
niture and programs, $6,000. Call 983·5648 (Santa
Fe),
10/16
ELECTRIC CLOTHES PRYER and refrigerator for
sale,$50.00 each. Call 293-5038 alter6:00.
10/20
FOR SALE, MARTIN D-28, ver; good condition.
Call Marc, S22-I041.
10121
11 STRING AUTOHARP like new withcase$105.00
orbestoffer,.821-9087.
10/15
1978 KAWASAKI ZIR low milage, excellent condition. 293·:!983 afler6pm.
10/16
WE BO'f DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames, Oreenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless, $54.50 regular S65.00 Pay Less Opticians,
5001 Menaul N.E. across from La Belles.
lfn

7. Travel
NEED RII)ETO L.A. A.S.I\.P.I.D~na 883-4147.
10/15

8. Miscellaneous
PARACHUTE I'A.NTS, CAMOUFLAGE· also just
arrived: Wallace Beery style, cotton, Ions-sleeve
u~dershirts, Kaufman's, a real Army·Navy Store, 504
Yale s.e.. 256-0000.
10120
GRADUATE ART STUUENTS will receive a 50
percent discount on the Spring 1981 issue o~ Con·
ceptions SQuthwcst, UNM's fine arts·ltterary
puplicnti 0 n. Regular price $4.00. Mus~ present
schedule with 400 level class. Oood through 10·23 •
10/23

9. Las Noticias
LOS TAPATIOS UANCERS Oct. 16th from 12
noon- 1:00 pm SUB 1'ot1ntain. Sponsored by SUB
Noontime.
10/16
FUNK ANU DISCO to Drazada Friday October 15th·
Sueet Scene Sat. October 17th and with D.J. Jams
Unlimited both nights in the Subway station. For
more information call277.6492 or 271·4506. 10/16
SINGLES ONLY ,35 a cone single, .60 for a double,
,15 for a triple, New Mexico Union Ice Cream
Shoppe.
·
tfn
LITERATURE REAmNG, TONIGHT, Oct. 15.
Conceptions Southwest poetrY series presents J~hn
Capute, Roy Ricci and Phyllis Thompson rea~mg
from their works. 8:00 p.m. In the Humantlles
Theatre (Room 108).
·
10/15
SUR NOONTIME WILL feature pianist STEVE
O'NEIL, Oct. 23rd, 12 poon-t p.m. SUB SouthSide.
.10121
TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT, Oct. 28th, 6
p,m.-9 p.m. Entry Deadline Oct, 26th. Sign-up at
SUB Oames Area.
10126
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIA.TION will
host the Competitive Edge Advertising Agency which
will give a film presentation on advertising in the auto
industry and then discuss employment opportunities
In marketing. Meeting is in ASMI22 at 7:30 this
10/IS
Thursday.
SPURS ME~IING TONIGHT. SUB 253,7:30 p.m.
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6. Employment

S.

69 Hang

Answer t<i Friday's Puzzle

1 Cicatrix
5 Wind indica-

tor
9Sick
12Sharpen
13 Roman road
14 Tibetan
gazelle
15 Printer's
measure
16 Blemish
18 Yellow ocher
20 Preposition
22 Margarine
24 Dudes
27 Sea eagles
29 Girl's name
31 Worthless
leaving
32 Roman
34 Distribute
36 Conjunction
37 Homes
39Nullify
41 State: Abbr.
42 Short jacket

DOWN

w

1 Pronoun
2 Sroogglecl
goods

3 Article
4 Legal matters
5 Cello's kin
6 Be-present

7 Compass pt.
8 Bitter vetc..,
9 Eskimo's hut
10 Behold!

11 Scale note
17 Italian river
19 Supposing
that
33 Seines
21 Preposition
35 Urges on
23 Siberian river 38 Drunkards
25 Defense
40 Region
26lhoroughfare 43 Irritate
27Giideaway
46 Shouts
28 Faction
48 Customs
30 Appellation
51 Nickel sym·
of Athena
bol

52 Pack
55 Falsehood
57 Waste allow-
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

54 Near

I Ue/11'('('11

•
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ACROSS

ance
59 Zeus's
beloved
61 Cloth

measure
63Tessera
65 Footless

67 Man's nickname
68 'fhe..sweet•

sop

I

l'

1

Z.

49Cian
50 Paradise

Marron Hall,

,·I ',
I 'I
, ••
I ,t

r:

45 Vessel's
curved
planking
47 Stalk

11< per word per day for five or more consecutive days
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ON CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT N.M. Union !l
catering is now hiring students available to work ~~
during noontime hours. Part-tirne work with free
meal benefits. Apply at N.M. Union Food Service
tfn
Office, ask for Mr. Rockovitz.
OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER/year round .. Europe, I
.
s. Amer.. Australia, Asia. All fields. SS00-51200 ~ Back issues of
~
monthly. Sightseeing. Free Info. Write IJC .Box 2· . ·
'
NM·l corona DelMar, CA9262S.
11/3
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST
WORK-STUDY JOBSII U.N.I'f.'s Upward Bound~
Art and literolure
'1
Program Is seeking 3.0 & higher g.p.a. ~tudent~ in ·
1
English, Journalism, History, Biology, Spamsh,
magazine
)•I
Math and Chemistry to work at two area high schools
1
tutoring 10th-12th grade students. Must submit ..~
are available
;j
copies of current transcripts. For interview a~ ~
•
'·.
pointment, call277-3506. Ask for Chris.
10/IS
~ Marron Ha II; Room. 131 · ' j
SALESPERSONS INTERESTED IN making money
277-5656
!
and/or becoming a dealer. New product, easy sales.
~
• .;
29~8111, 293-663S.
I0/19 •
·~·to·_ii..q.'"?-'EiiiJ

44 <::onrur

17( per word, $1.00 minimum charge

h. e lp
keep t.he
arts
a' 1"1 v·e ·'

I

PART-TII'fEJOBafternoonsande\lenlngs. Mustbe
able to work Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 ,•
)'ears old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please. '
Savcway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 I•
Mcnaul NE.
tfn ;

53 Pronoun
56 Greek letter
58 Hit lightly
60 Unusual
61 Spanish article
62 French article
64 Pronoun
66 Hebrew letter

